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Abstract. Non-relativistic symbolism for brain-biophysics from a previous paper is 

combined in an elementary manner with the standard Lorentz transformations. The primary 

result is that relativistic brain-biophysics cannot be the trivial covariant-transformation of 

non-relativistic theory, as is currently assumed. Consequently, all existing (classical and 

quantum) proposals for the biophysical basis of consciousness are relativistically 

inconsistent. Restoration of consistency requires some combination of non-local temporal 

action, re-interpretation of the temporal instant, or a second time-dimension. These results are 

a significant part of formal developments in a set of related papers that constructively 

challenge sufficiency of the set of existing approaches in brain-biophysics.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Objective and approach 

 

The primary objective of this paper is to point out that relativistic brain-biophysics is 

non-trivial. Surprisingly, it is not simply the orthodox covariant transformation of non-

relativistic theory, as is conventionally assumed; instead, it requires an idiosyncratic set of 

relativistic transformation laws. This observation applies to any brain-biophysical theory that 

contains a theory-of-consciousness component. In the conventional view, this role is 

performed by some form of identity theory [1,2,3,4,5,6,7], and consideration of the identity-

theoretic case forms the central theme of this and closely related papers [8,9,10]. (Although 

orthodox covariance expressions can be restored directly in certain minimally seven-

dimensional settings [10], this paper limits considerations to a conventional four-dimensional 

spacetime. Relativistic implications for non-identity theories follow from the considerations 

of the present paper together with those of [10]; generality in results of this kind is briefly 

discussed further in [VI.B].) 

 The central element of the approach here is to apply the standard Lorentz 

transformations [11] to non-relativistic symbolism for brain-biophysics developed in a 

previous paper [8]. This straightforward step leads to the generic special-relativistic extension 

of non-relativistic formalism. As noted above, special-relativistic theory then contains 

idiosyncratic transformation laws that are naturally expressed in the first instance in purely 

formal symbolic manner (i.e. as mathematical relationships that must be obeyed by symbols 

[8] that are the formal correspondents of actual phenomena). However, any novel relationship 

between symbols within mathematical physics reveals new information about phenomenal 

relationships, i.e. about the structure of reality. In the case of relativistic transformation laws 
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constructed here, two mutually exclusive scenarios govern phenomenal inferences from new 

symbolic laws. If the conventional identity-theoretic stance is preserved, then transformation 

laws will be shown here to have significant implications for the conceptualization of time 

within physical science. Alternatively, if relaxation of the identity-theoretic assumption is 

allowed, fundamental temporal implications can be avoided but only at the cost of other 

changes in the conventional view of fundamental physics. This second scenario is discussed 

in more detail in [9] and [10]; its serious consideration is evoked both by difficult problems 

previously characterized in [8] for identity theories (and for other e.g. quantum alternatives) 

and by further serious challenges to an identity theories arising from relativistic results in the 

present paper.  

The primary debate in modern brain biophysics [I.C] has concerned the question of 

whether classical physics suffices to explain all functions and activities of the brain 

[12,13,14,15], or whether some aspect of quantum theory must also be invoked 

[16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45

,46, 47,48,49,50] (i.e. beyond conventional quantum-theoretic effects essential restricted to 

the molecular level [14]). This debate is deconstructed in [8] into competing proposals in the 

two thematic and broadly separable theoretical domains that respectively discuss 

computational processing in the brain and the generation of conscious experience. The 

mainstream conventional view complements the identity-theoretic explanation for 

consciousness noted above with classical-neural-network theory as the explanation for brain 

computation. 

Developments here centrally employ the mainstream conventional view. 

Opportunities will also be taken at appropriate junctures to discuss the pros and cons of 

various e.g. quantum alternative approaches. The axiomatic stance of this and closely related 

papers is one of neutrality with respect to current debates; the conventional view is employed 
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simply because a specific object-of-consideration aids exposition, and the mainstream view is 

the natural choice. Importantly, then, new contributions in this paper are emphatically not 

premised or dependent on e.g. an a priori radical revision of mainstream classical/identity 

viewpoints. Instead, by extending the non-relativistic formal symbolic approach, previously 

unappreciated relativistic inconsistencies are revealed in current mainstream explanations, 

and also (significantly) in their primary competitors. Idiosyncratic transformation laws then 

arise as the means of restoring logical consistency. 

Quantum theory and classical theory are both known to be capable of broadly 

consistent special relativistic formulations (although there are certainly specific technical 

challenges in relativistic quantum theory that do not arise in the non-relativistic case, perhaps 

most fundamentally those associated with the description of quantum states [51,52,53,54]). 

Axiomatically in the present work, neural, cellular and molecular dynamics in the brain are 

assumed to be well-described by some combination of orthodox classical and quantum 

approaches. (That is, even when, at times, the discussion goes beyond the conventional 

purely classical approach in order to assess alternatives [16-50] to the mainstream, it does not 

invoke any alternatives beyond those available in orthodox quantum theory). It seems 

surprising, then, that special relativistic considerations could carry any non-trivial 

implications for the biophysics of the brain. That such implications do in fact arise originates 

in part in prior failures to disambiguate with sufficient precision the two themes of 

consciousness (definitively including perceptual experience, or awareness), on the one hand, 

and computation (as symbolic manipulation, or information-encoding and -processing), on 

the other.  

The symbolic approach developed in a previous paper [8] offers required precision in 

the consciousness-computation disambiguation, by clearly establishing distinctions between 

appropriately defined concepts of perceptual-consciousness and (e.g. neural-) computation. A 
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consequent and equally vital contribution from this symbolic approach is that temporal 

relationships between perceptual and neural phenomena can be clearly identified and 

explicitly stated. These temporal relationships turn out to be the origin of relativistic 

inconsistencies, and clarity in statement of relationships evidently depends on clarity 

regarding phenomena so related. Thus, by obscuring temporal relationships that are 

relativistically critical, previously existing consciousness-computation confusions have 

contributed to a current lack of appreciation for the existence of relativistic inconsistencies. 

Clarity in the consciousness-computation distinction and temporal precision in 

symbolism leads almost directly to the demonstration of inconsistency in relativistic settings. 

In turn, this leads to the task of cataloging approaches that can restore consistency; as noted, 

these approaches are then synonymous with idiosyncratic relativistic relationships. 

Demonstration of inconsistency is given at first in a simplified setting containing 

deterministic neurons that fire at precise times and encode perceptual information in a single-

neuron scheme [8]. A more involved task is the demonstration that inconsistencies persist in 

biologically realistic circumstances, for example, when the timing of neural spikes relative to 

dendritic stimulation has a stochastic component, or when encoding of information is 

undertaken by neural assemblies rather than by individual neurons. These demonstrations 

then establish respectively the phenomenal occurrence and theoretical universality of 

inconsistencies; the latter is required because actual encoding schemes employed in neural 

systems are not known with complete certainty and therefore inconsistencies must be shown 

to exist across all possible schemes. Because inconsistencies require idiosyncratic 

transformations, phenomenal and theoretical prevalence of inconsistencies constitutes 

establishment of non-trivial relativistic theory. 

 

B. Scope, assumptions and symbolism, from previous work 
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 The present paper and three others [8-10] comprise a series of which the present paper 

is the second.. Formal developments here inherit the context, scope, assumptions, and 

symbolism adopted for the previous non-relativistic treatment [8].  

(a) Scope. The primary limitation in scope is thus a confinement to consideration of 

exteroceptive perceptual-consciousness (as opposed e.g. to consciousness or awareness of the 

body, feelings, thoughts and [a poorly-defined concept of] “self”). Exteroceptive perceptual-

consciousness is the most primitive or theoretically-fundamental aspect of consciousness [8]. 

Limitation in scope to this sub-phenomenon provides the critical advantage of enabling 

relatively precise definitions of consciousness [8] that have been notably absent from earlier 

discussions [12,13,18,25,29,40,45-14].    

(b) Assumptions. Non-relativistic theory was developed for the most part in relation to 

a single-unit encoding assumption [8] that will be explicitly relaxed here at the appropriate 

point [V]. An additional assumption implicit in [8] is a restriction to four-dimensional (“4-

D”) spacetime. This assumption will be maintained here; as noted above, its relevance to is 

much greater in relativistic theory, because relaxation to allow higher-dimensional settings 

[10] admits important alternative resolutions to relativistic problems characterized here.  

(c) Symbolism. Symbolism from the non-relativistic theory will be employed here 

without extensive recapitulation. The starting point for relativistic developments in [II] will 

be the non-relativistic spatiotemporal theory defined by Eq. 29 of [8]. The critical conceptual 

distinction between computation and consciousness, established previously [8], will also be 

assumed here without further discussion. 

 

C. Conventional view of theoretical landscape for brain-biophysics 
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Subsection [I.C] and Table 1 of [8] reviewed the conventional assessment of the 

current landscape for non-relativistic brain-biophysics, i.e. the mainstream explanations for 

brain-function together with significant and ongoing controversies. Table 1 in the present 

paper extends the depiction of the conventional assessment in Table 1 of [8] to reflect 

relativistic settings. (Note that Table 2 in [8] updates Table 1 in that paper, to show advances 

implied by non-relativistic formal symbolic theory. These advances are shown here in the 

“non-relativistic setting” row of Table 2 in the present paper.) 

As noted in [I.A], the conventional view is that relativistic brain-biophysics is 

obtained trivially by applying orthodox rules for covariant transformation to non-relativistic 

theory. In this view, just as for e.g. an orthodox digital computer, relativistic descriptions 

present no new physics of any substantive kind (beyond that entailed in well-understood 

aspects of special relativity such as time dilation and length contraction). In particular, just as 

the computational activity of a digital computer is the same regardless of description frame, 

so in the conventional view, computational activity and consciousness-related activity of the 

brain are the same regardless of description frame.  Thus, Table 1 in the present paper is a 

trivial extension of the previous non-relativistic version [8]. Table 2 [] will offer a different 

view, incorporating the formal elaboration of hitherto unconsidered relativistic theory and its 

consequences.  

Although it must be true that the phenomenal aspects of brain activity are frame-

independent, as the conventional view assumes, it is not true that orthodox covariant 

transformation of theoretical symbols reflects this. In fact, orthodox covariant transformation 

predicts phenomenal brain activity should be frame dependent, a contradiction whose 

rectification leads to non-trivial idiosyncratic transformations for certain brain-biophysical 

symbols. 
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D. Orienting example of relativistic simultaneity problems 

 

As noted in [I.A], the formal approach introduced in [8] provides a combination of 

clarity in the consciousness-computation distinction and temporal precision in symbolism that 

leads almost directly to the demonstration of inconsistency in simplified relativistic settings. 

However, the formal symbolic demonstration that these inconsistencies occur in all current 

proposals [III.A, IV-V], together with the formal characterization of remedies that restore 

relativistic consistency [III.B-III.E], is a somewhat involved task that will comprise the core 

of this paper [IV,V]. However, it is both possible and perhaps helpful at this point to 

demonstrate the essence of the problems raised in a relativistic setting in an informal way, in 

a single exemplar theory. 

 

1.  Simplified model of color-encoding 

 

To this end, consider a simplistic neural model (theory) for the prototypical 

experience of color. In particular, consider a model wherein certain specific neurons in the 

brain are dedicated to encoding the presence in the environment of a particular color, say 

green. In this model, the multiplicity of green dedicated neurons in the brain corresponds in a 

one-to-one manner with a multiplicity of disjoint locations or neighborhoods in the physical 

environment in which green can be detected. (The conventional current understanding within 

neuroscience is that neural encoding of color at a particular environmental location occurs, in 

primates, via a multi-element or vector encoding, somewhat analogous to the red-green-blue 

scheme employed in television screens and computer monitors. Thus, realistically, color at 

each location in the visual field is encoded by the combined dynamics of multiple neurons, 

not one. Although details such as these must eventually be addressed [V], they are neglected 
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in the present simplified and qualitative example.)  

If there is “green” (i.e. the detection of reflected light of in a certain wavelength band) 

at the environmental location to which a particular neuron is dedicated, that neuron fires. 

(Refelcted light incident is assumed to be monochromatic, for simplicity.). Otherwise the 

neuron does not fire. Thus, through the firing or non-firing of individual location-specific 

neurons, the set of such green-dedicated neurons encodes (i.e. contains information about) the 

spatial occurrence of green in the environment at a particular time. (In reality, delays will 

occur between the reflection of green light and the firing of green-dedicated cortical neurons, 

because of the flight-time of reflected light and time dedicated to intermediate neural 

processing. These are immaterial to the present demonstration, and are neglected). 

 

2. Identity theory for conscious experience of color 

 

As noted in [I.A], the conventional explanation for conscious experience is via an 

identity theory in which conscious experience is, loosely, synonymous with neural activity of 

some particular kind. This explanation will adopted in the simple model under present 

consideration. (Throughout the present paper, “conscious perception” means the experience 

or awareness of color, as specifically opposed to the information that color has been detected. 

Information is encoded in particular dynamical states of various neurons [8:II,App], whereas 

experience is generated from or by these information-encoding dynamical states.) The 

identity theoretic aspect of the model now states that the firing activity in the collection of 

green-dedicated neurons is not merely encoding of environmental features: additionally, such 

activity “is” the conscious perceptual experience that corresponds to encoded information.  

(This explicit analysis, i.e. at the single neuron level of the correspondence between 

perceptual states and brain states, is more detailed than is conventional. Explicit analysis of 
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this kind entails loss of generality, via the adoption of specific proposals e.g. for encoding 

schemes; as noted at the end of [I.A], this generality must be subsequently restored to obtain 

widely-applicable results. Detailed and explicit descriptions are vital because they begin, 

within the extremely simple theoretical context of the example, the careful disambiguation of 

perceptual consciousness from computation. For example, the conscious perceptual 

experience of an equation written in green will correspond to the firing of a particular subset 

of green-dedicated neurons, but consequent computation – e.g. as recognition of the meaning 

of the equation and the process of solution – will, to first order, correspond to activity in a 

different set of neurons. Various aspects of computation may or may not be undertaken 

consciously, i.e. with conscious perceptual experience of various computational steps 

[8:App]).  

 

3. Special-relativistic inconsistencies in color-encoding/identity-theory example 

 

Special-relativistic inconsistencies in the model outlined in [I.D.1-I.D.2] now follow 

reasonably directly (Fig. 1). Assume that the spatial distribution of green within the 

environment varies dynamically over time. Then the subset of green-dedicated neurons that 

are firing at any instant, i.e. simultaneously, will also change over time. However, as is well 

understood from elementary considerations, simultaneity properties for spatially separated 

events (such as the firing of different neurons) will in general vary by observer in a special 

relativistic setting. Thus, it will always be possible to find observers that disagree, perhaps in 

a limited set of occasions, on the collection of neurons that are firing simultaneously. This is 

not problematic for the description of the computational activity of the brain.  

However, the identity-theoretic aspect of the model means that these observers also 

disagree on the simultaneously-occurring percepts that the brain is generating (via identity). 
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Because the collection of percepts generated by the brain at any one instant constitutes the 

overall instantaneous perceptual experience generated by that brain, this means the observers 

disagree on the overall perceptual experience. But there is only one set of perceptual 

simultaneity relationships experienced by the “owner” of a brain, not a multiplicity as has just 

been shown to follow from simple identity theory in a relativistic setting. This direct 

contradiction renders the theoretical proposal relativistically inconsistent: perceptual 

experience cannot depend on the mode of description, i.e. on the various coordinate frames 

associated with various observers. (The numerical magnitude of relativistic temporal effects 

in a noisy biological setting will be explicitly addressed [IV] and shown to lead to non-

negligible effects in all scenarios).   

This example and subsequent more formal demonstrations can be summarized in the 

statement “spikes identical to consciousness perception are simultaneous in only one frame, 

but percepts identical to those spikes must be simultaneous in all frames”. The first half of the 

statement follows from elementary special relativity. The second half follows, again, from the 

fact that there is only perceptual instant (i.e. set of perceptual simultaneity relationships) 

experienced by a conscious perceiver per objective instant, rather than an infinite multiplicity. 

That is, perceptual simultaneity established in one frame must obtain in all other frames; this 

fact derives not from special relativity per se, but from the more general requirement in 

physical theory that phenomena cannot be coordinate-system dependent. 

 

E. Novel aspect of relativistic simultaneity in brain biophysics 

 

Emphatically, the simultaneity problem for perceptual consciousness differs from 

those well-known (and well-resolved) issues arising e.g. in the case of the special relativistic 

description of extended rigid bodies. 
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1. Contrast with relativistic treatment of rigid bodies 

 

(a) Relativistic description of a rod. In physical theory and in reality, a rod is a rod, in 

its rest frame or any relatively moving frame. However, the conventional explanation for the 

rod as it appears in a moving frame is, loosely, that it comprises a collection of elementary 

entities (e.g. molecules) that occur at a variety of rest-frame times (Fig. 2(a)). There is no 

inconsistency in this explanation.  

(b) Relativistic description of matter components of 1-D brain. Consider the 

analogous explanation for the relativistic properties of a rod-like brain (i.e. a hypothetical 1-D 

rigid body with spatial separated point-like neurons). Just as for the rod, the moving frame 

description will comprise the same collection of neurons as in the rest-frame, but sampled at 

different rest-frame times. Thus, the dynamical state of the overall collection will differ 

(slightly) by frame. There is no inconsistency in this explanation. 

(c) Relativistic description of conscious experience of 1-D brain. However, assume 

now that the 1-D brain generates conscious experience by identity. Conscious experience 

consists of a succession of perceptual instants, each instant defined by simultaneity of 

elementary percepts [8] that occur within conscious experience as a whole. (Here, as in [8], 

discussions of conscious experience refer to the perceptual experience of the external 

environment [I.B(a)].) The actual conscious experience of the organism therefore defines a 

set of simultaneity relationships between percepts, and these simultaneity relationships must 

be frame-invariant (because the conscious experience of the organism does not vary by 

observer). Because of identity, this further implies the same set of frame-invariant 

simultaneity relationships must pertain between neural dynamics. These frame-invariant 

relationships between matter dynamics do not occur for the simple rod [I.E.1(a)]. Thus, the 
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relativistic properties of systems generating conscious experience by identity differ from 

relativistic properties of rigid bodies (Fig. 2(b)). 

 

2. Contrast between human/perceiver and computer/observer 

 

Another example, framed as a thought-experiment, may help to further clarify this 

distinction between conventional and perceptual relativistic-simultaneity issues. (This 

example is a relativistic version of the human-vision/computer-vision comparison considered 

at some length in the Appendix to the earlier non-relativistic treatment [8]). 

(a) Camera viewing spatially distributed set of flashes. Consider a situation in which 

a spatially distributed set of point-like light sources are arranged to produce an instantaneous 

and simultaneous flash in the laboratory rest-frame (Fig. 3). A camera plus associated 

equipment is set up to create an image on a video screen of activity in the laboratory. In the 

rest-frame, there is a simultaneous flash from light sources at spatially distinct locations and 

correspondingly the screen displays simultaneous images of flashes at spatially distinct 

(screen) locations. Describing precisely the same series of events in an appropriately chosen 

moving-frame, the flashes from light sources at various locations are no longer simultaneous. 

Correspondingly, physical theory will predict correctly that the screen – as described in the 

moving frame – will show non-simultaneous activity at a variety of (screen) locations. The 

fact that the screen activity has different temporal (simultaneity of image) properties in the 

moving frame does not contradict the rest-frame results because what is meant by “the 

screen” in the moving frame is a collection of samples from different time-points in the rest-

frame. Thus, simultaneity properties of images on “the” screen do not have to be frame-

invariant (to be consistent with relativistic theory, they must not be). 

(b) Camera and conscious perceiver viewing spatially distributed set of flashes. 
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Consider now the introduction of a conscious perceiver in the same experiment, at rest in the 

laboratory rest-frame. Independent of frame, this perceiver experiences a simultaneous flash, 

because experience cannot, again, depend on frame. Unlike the case of the screen, 

simultaneity properties of “images” (i.e. percepts) in conscious experience do have to be 

frame-invariant (to be consistent with frame-invariance of phenomena, they must be). 

Directly, a comparison of simultaneity properties required for screen images with those 

required for conscious percepts reveals that the two cases require opposing transformation 

laws. Thus, as shown in the rod example [I.E.1], relativistic simultaneity properties relating to 

conscious perception differ from those for other natural phenomena considered to date. 

(c) Origin of difference in simultaneity properties. The camera-perceiver contrast 

[I.E.2(a)-I.E.2(b)] naturally evokes the question of the ultimate origin of the difference 

between the two situations. The answer lies in the fact that the addition of a conscious 

perceiver introduces a new phenomenon into the physical system under consideration, i.e. the 

conscious experience of that perceiver. To date, little or no attention has been paid to the 

detailed relativistic transformation properties of this phenomenon. (As discussed briefly in 

[I.F.3] below, a feature that is further required for the demonstration of an inconsistency from 

these transformation properties is that the perceiver must have a non-trivial conscious 

experience generated by a spatially-distributed collection of encoding sites.) 

 

3. Absence of required simultaneity properties in current treatments 

 

The green-dedicated-neuron example [I.D] was shown to result in a contradiction 

between reality (a single conscious experience stream) and current theory (a multiplicity of 

such streams). As should be clear, when pursued to an analogous depth examples in [I.E] lead 

to the same contradiction. Discussion in [I.E.2(c)] pointed out that explicit acknowledgement 
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of conscious experience as a phenomenon is the source of novel simultaneity properties, 

which in turn lead to contradiction with predictions of current theory. 

All examples show that simultaneity properties in perceptual experience are a frame-

invariant feature that must be respected by the mechanism (i.e. physical relationship, 

structure, or action) that generates perceptual consciousness from dynamical brain states. No 

current proposal possesses this property. Naturally, the identification of the problem leads 

immediately to suggestions for its remedy, most obviously by attempting to construct a 

definition of “identity” that respects the necessary relativistic invariance. The elucidation of 

such possibilities and the examination of their feasibility and consequences is the primary 

content of this paper. 

 

F. Absence of relativistic simultaneity in prior work 

  

Undoubtedly, that no current proposals construct the appropriate relativistic 

invariance is due in large part to the fact that relativistic inconsistencies have passed 

unnoticed, to date. Three specific factors that can only have contributed to this oversight are 

discussed in [I.F.1-I.F.3], immediately following.  

(An important exception to relativistic oversight is the paper by Hagan et al. [55]. 

Although ground breaking, this work considers solely emergent-phenomenon explanations 

[56] of consciousness, does not develop a formal symbolic approach, and concludes that a 

complete consideration of relativistic implications requires explicit theories of consciousness 

that are currently absent. In contrast, results here apply to any explanation of consciousness, 

and consist of rigorous formal expressions developed precisely without such theories – 

central relativistic analyses are identity-theoretic, but implications apply to all approaches, 

even non-identity proposals). 
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1.  Computation/consciousness distinction 

 

The single most significant factor contributing to relativistic oversights has been the 

failure to disambiguate phenomena of (exteroceptive) consciousness and to develop an 

associated, rigorous and nuanced, terminology [I.A]. Correspondingly, the formal 

mathematical structure has lacked the richness of symbols necessary to point to the actual 

variety of properly disambiguated phenomena. Two other factors are noteworthy [I.F.2-

I.F.3]; these can only have strengthened a presumption of no significant special-relativistic 

implications in brain biophysics: even with a precise differentiation of phenomena and with a 

corresponding symbolic lexicon in hand, these factors tend to obscure contradictions 

exemplified in [I.D-I.E]. 

 

2. Perceiver/observer distinction 

 

(a) Useful and consistent adoption of “observer” in physics. The first such factor is 

the (entirely appropriate) replacement in a special relativistic context of conscious human 

perceivers by observers that are conceptually comprised e.g. of collections of rulers, clocks 

and measuring devices. This step is motivated in part by the desire to create a foundation for 

physics free of necessarily human involvement. (Another motivation is to create an explicit 

and consistent temporal basis for phenomena: conscious perception in the visual domain, for 

example, contains events that originate at a mix of perceiver rest-frame times, because to first 

approximation a perceptual instant puts together representations of events whose light-borne 

signals arrive simultaneously. If these events take place at a variety of distances from the 

perceiver, the temporal offset between the original event and the perceptual representation of 
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that event will vary across events, as a consequence of differing flight-times). The 

introduction of the special relativistic observer is undoubtedly useful and methodologically 

consistent.  

(b) Necessary recognition of “perceiver” in brain biophysics. Nevertheless, in a 

complete brain biophysics, it is necessary to also identify what will be termed here the 

“perceiver”. The important distinction between observer and perceiver here is neither that 

perceivers must be human (no position is taken on this point [8]) nor that temporal mixing 

e.g. due to varying flight-times must be recognized (this fact can be safely neglected in 

reasoning in the present paper). Rather, where an observer solely creates material records 

(encodings) of events, a perceiver creates both an encoding (that may be contained in 

transient dynamics) and a conscious experience based on that encoding. The 

observer/perceiver distinction is self-evident e.g. from the existence of perceptual illusions 

[57] (which serve to remind us that an objective reality encoded by an observer and a 

perceptual experience generated by a perceiver are two conceptually distinct things).   

(c) Perceiver/observer distinction already recognized in physics. The 

perceiver/observer distinction is not new: it has been long recognized within physics. For 

example, in the early development of quantum theory, conscious perception (i.e. the 

additional activity of a perceiver) was historically posited as a factor in quantum state 

reduction or “wavefunction collapse” [16-18]. Most directly, the existence within mainstream 

biophysics of identity theories as explanations for conscious experience is of course an 

acceptance that there is a distinct, perceiver-related, phenomenon to be explained. The 

present relevance of the historical emphasis on observer to the exclusion of perceiver is clear: 

relativistic inconsistency occurs arise solely and specifically in perceiver-containing settings 

(e.g. every setting in daily human life and in experimental science).  Thus, although the 

perceiver/observer distinction itself is not new in physics, the explicit treatment of this 
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distinction in the present and related papers [8-10] is an important advance, for present 

purposes because it is the key to identifying novel relativistic consequences from the 

existence of conscious experience. 

 

3. Perceivers not point-like 

 

The second factor contributing to relativistic oversights is a conventionally point-like 

(i.e. not spatially extended) treatment of perceivers within physics. More accurately, 

observers are correctly point-like since they are defined in terms of a coordinate origin. In the 

absence of a perceiver/observer distinction, it has perhaps implicitly been assumed 

(incorrectly) that perceivers too can be appropriately treated as point-like entities in all 

circumstances. As is clear from the example in [I.D], this assumption is germane because the 

spatial separation of neurons is essential for the occurrence of contradictory simultaneity 

properties. (Simultaneity issues arise from the spatial coordinate dependence of the temporal 

Lorentz transformation: if all neural spatial coordinates are equal, as implied in a point-like 

perceiver conception, there will be no relativistic temporal shifts to affect simultaneity of 

neural dynamics in various frames). 

 

G. Significance of relativistic simultaneity problem and resolutions 

 

(a) Establish inconsistency of all existing brain-biophysical theories. Special 

relativity is perhaps the most widely tested and accepted theory in physics, and relativistic 

consistency is usually a critical prerequisite for any theoretical proposal. Nevertheless, 

relativistic simultaneity problems are unaddressed by any current proposal for the biophysics 

of consciousness; equivalently, all existing brain-biophysical theories that include a theory-
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of-consciousness component are relativistically inconsistent. Therefore, existing theories are 

at best incomplete, and at worst physically contradictory. (Any brain-biophysical theory that 

claims completeness must include a theory-of-consciousness component; all existing versions 

of this component will be shown here to be inconsistent.) 

(b) Reveal concerns more fundamental than classical-quantum debates. Relativistic 

issues identified here must be resolved in both classical and quantum-theoretic brain-

biophysical proposals, so that relativistic inconsistency and its remedy are more fundamental 

concerns than the prominent classical-quantum debate [8:I.B?]. In view of this, the paucity of  

papers addressing relativity and the brain [55,58,59,60] as compared with the plethora of 

quantum discussions is somewhat remarkable. Relatedly, only one paper [55] has even 

touched on inconsistencies of the general kind discussed here.  

(c) Offer further challenges to conventional identity-theory. Various challenges to 

conventional views in brain-biophysics, specifically to a predominant identity-theoretic 

presumption, were identified in [8]. All solutions to relativistic problems carry further 

significant challenges [VII.D.3], arguably to the point of eliminating the basic viability of the 

identity-theoretic conception.  

As noted in [8], the identity-theoretic stance is a critical part of the “neural-correlates-

of-consciousness as the final theory-of-consciousness” school of thought, which appears to be 

growing in momentum in neurobiology, neuroscience, and associated disciplines. One service 

that biophysics must perform is to ensure the physical-science integrity of approaches 

adopted in biology: the present biophysical literature bears significant deficits in this regard. 

Broad communication of the serious, perhaps fatal, doubts concerning over-simplified 

identity theories (and thus concerning the “neural-correlates as a final-theory” view) would 

go some way to reducing these deficits. Relativistic considerations are one important 

component of such doubts. 
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(d) Contribute importantly to broader picture. Taken in isolation, relativistic 

difficulties might perhaps be viewed as a curiosity that need not affect the current mainstream 

of brain biophysics. (For example, relativistic quantum-theory made tremendous advances 

[61,62,63,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73], during a period when relativistic inconsistencies 

were, for the most part, unappreciated, or neglected [74,75,76]. Even now, almost all 

investigations proceed without explicit consideration of these issues.) However, relativistic 

challenges in brain biophysics do not stand alone, as an outlier. They have been identified in 

the context of a broader effort to place brain biophysics within a rigorous formal context [8-

10,77,78,79,80,81,82]. The non-relativistic aspect of this effort has already identified new 

issues that appear intractable within current approaches [8]. Thus, the appropriate view of 

relativistic problems identified here is that they are an integral piece of a bigger picture, 

notably an important contribution to the collection of previously unappreciated problems. 

What is required, then, is not the relegation of relativistic concerns to the status of oddities, 

but their embrace within the full complex of challenges that require new proposals. The 

significance of this complex and the importance of relativistic theory within it is conclusively 

established on grounds discussed in the following subsections [I.G(e)-I.G(g)]. 

(e) Increase definitional constraints required in brain-biophysics. Formal symbolism 

introduced in [8] is very useful in clarifying existing debates (e.g. concerning the alleged 

capacities of classical and quantum brain-biophysical theories [77,78]), and in characterizing 

new problems in non-relativistic theory (notably concerning temporal implications from a 

firing-rate identity substrate [8], and biophysical, developmental, and evolutionary problems 

related to the activity sites {rj} [80]). These contributions undoubtedly advance the field by 

establishing what must be addressed (i.e. the critical open problems), but do not generally 

create definitive suggestions concerning how to progress.  

However, this is a problem shared by brain-biophysics as a whole. For example, 
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consider the classical-quantum debate [8,77,78]. Empirical observations [83] show that 

biological quantum-coherent states can be sustained and presumably utilized in wet and noisy 

biological milieus, thus supporting quantum-brain proposals by removing one major 

objection [84]. However, further theoretical or experimental avenues for constructively 

discriminating amongst existing proposals are scarce. One way of characterizing this situation 

is that the problem is under-defined, so that too many theories are viable. 

Two contributions that can dramatically reduce under-definition via purely theoretical 

considerations are developed in this and closely related papers [8-10]. The first is a natural 

elaboration of the formal symbolism introduced in [8], which could have been included there 

(because it does not rely on developments in this paper). This elaboration provides insights 

into the necessary formal structure of any brain-biophysical theory, thus providing major 

limits on theoretical possibilities and so narrowing problem definition (reducing under-

definition). Presentation of this theme is delayed until [8] (and described there as the “level-

status of new symbols” issue), because its consideration naturally co-exists with the second 

contribution, which is also presented in [8].       

 In contrast to the first contribution, the second is directly dependent on the relativistic 

problems considerations of the present paper. Simply, relativistic problems characterized here 

are of a definite kind, whose particular nature is well characterized via their expression within 

formal symbolism. Because any complete brain-biophysical theory must solve these 

problems, relativistic problems offer a significant increase in definitional constraints for brain 

biophysics. 

(f) Perform essential role in establishing implications for fundamental physics. 

Relativistic considerations are not only part of a bigger picture [I.G(e)]: they are an essential 

element in the most-widely significant aspect of that picture, i.e. implications for fundamental 

physics [9,10] from the broad sweep of issues identified and addressed in the present body of 
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work [8-10,77-82]. 

Challenges for non-relativistic biophysics characterized in [8] are significant and 

important, but, as noted in [I.G(e)], are subject to the objection that it is difficult to link them 

concretely to specific proposals for new physics. Consider the relaxation of an 

epiphenomenal assumption for consciousness that developmental and evolutionary issues 

appear to require for their solution [8]. This change is so far from current concerns in 

physical theory that it arguably forms part of philosophical debate rather physical science. 

For example, one explanation for evolutionary problems might be an anthropic argument of 

the kind that accepts the extraordinary improbability outlined in [8] but claims that such 

improbabilities must come to pass “somewhere” in an infinite number of parallel universes 

[85]– we must live in a particular Universe that is, or is part of, that somewhere. (Other 

versions of anthropic arguments exist. Such arguments are criticized elsewhere as unscientific 

or even anti-scientific [86]. Without engaging in this debate, the point is simply to note that 

such arguments might be advanced, in this instance, because the issue at hand is one of 

probability.)  

Relativistic considerations in the present paper, in contrast, are not matters of 

likelihood but of logical consistency of physical theory. Logical analyses in turn depend on 

the fact that relativistic enquiry can immediately be framed in direct, concrete, positive, and 

familiar ways, e.g. in terms of characteristic scales [III.A.2(b)-III.A.2(c)], algebraic 

formulations [III.B-III.D] and physical interpretations [III.E] of consistent theories. Further, 

conclusions can be supported by conventional robustness and scenario analyses [IV-V]. 

Because relativistic problems depend on contradiction rather than on improbability, 

relativistic rather than non-relativistic challenges constitute the firmest link between brain-

biophysics and implications for other areas of physical theory. 

Moreover, the theoretical implications from relativistic issues are self-evidently 
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concerned with fundamental physical theory, because relativistic inconsistency leads 

minimally, in its remedy, to alterations in basic conceptions of the temporal structure of 

reality. Thus, one important contribution from the present relativistic developments is to 

firmly establish a link between brain biophysics and fundamental physics. Furthermore, this 

link is well-specified and well-defined, unlike intriguing but conjectural connections 

hypothesized between brain biophysics and quantum theory. 

(g) Evokes new suggestions in unification physics. Arguably, theoretical physics has 

made little or no definitive progress at the unification level, in the last forty years or so [86]. 

Hard evidence is certainly required to establish even a putative connection between 

unification physics and formal developments in this paper and its predecessor [8]. (In 

principle, the link discussed in [I.G(f)] between fundamental physics and formal 

developments here can be distinguished from a connection with unification physics. For 

example, purely formal solutions to relativistic problems might form an entirely acceptable 

but minor amendment to fundamental physical theory, that can be embraced by current 

unification paths without altering their trajectories.)      

 However, evidence of the appropriate standard for a further link with unification 

physics, is available in [9] and [10]. Interestingly, this evidence is broadly equivalent to the 

two contributions [I.G(e)] that reduce under-definition in brain biophysics. Relativistic issues 

make a specific additional contribution in connection with unification physics, by evoking 

detailed higher-dimensional solutions mentioned in [I.A]. Two consequences follow from the 

equivalence and the specific additional relativistic contribution. First, relativistic 

considerations play at least the same vital role in establishing possible contributions to 

unification physics as they do in reducing under-definition in brain biophysics [I.G(e)] and in 

evoking considerations in fundamental physics [I.G(f)]. This further establishes the 

significance of relativistic theory via its contribution to yet another domain of enquiry.  
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 Second, deep and previously unappreciated connections appear to exist between brain 

biophysics and unified physical theories. Further evidence for this second claim that is of the 

degree of rigor required by its significance must be delayed until [10], because this 

demonstration necessarily depends on the completion of present relativistic considerations, 

and on considerations of issues in fundamental physics [9] that also rely on the present work. 

 

H. Organization 

 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II extends the foundational non-

relativistic formalism for single-unit identity theory (developed in an earlier paper [8]), to 

construct a naïve relativistic theory. Section III takes the first steps in generalizing the simple 

green-dedicated-neuron example [I.D] using the formal developments of Section II, leading 

to a symbolic expression of the primary “relativistic simultaneity problem”. Various remedies 

for this contradiction are then identified, highlighting unusual temporal consequences that 

necessarily occur in all solutions. Section IV demonstrates that the simultaneity problem and 

the implications of its resolution are robust to the relaxation of various assumptions (in a 

single-unit encoding setting [8]).  Section V extends theory to non-single unit settings, again 

demonstrating the persistence of the simultaneity problem. (Sections IV and V complete the 

generalization of [I.D] within a scope restricted to 4-D settings.) Section VI concludes with a 

summary, and a preview of the implications of both relativistic theory and earlier non-

relativistic results [8]; however, a full appreciation for the significance of these implications 

requires the further, more fundamental, assessments briefly discussed in [I.G(f)-I.G(g)] that 

are offered in [9] and [10]. Thus, the outlook given at the end of the present paper is 

necessarily a tentative and preliminary sketch. 
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II. FORMAL SYMBOLIC EXPRESSION FOR RELATIVISTIC  IDENTITY THEORY 

 

A.  Relativistic spatiotemporal identity theory 

 

In a relativistic setting, let (t, r) be a conventional coordinate system in a particular 

inertial frame F0, with t and r corresponding to a temporal index and a three-vector of 

(Euclidean) spatial indices, respectively. F0 is the rest-frame of the center-of-mass of a 

particular perceiver, whose dynamical brain states give rise to conscious exteroceptive 

experiences via identity [8]. The equation describing this process in the rest-frame is taken to 

be the non-relativistic theory, i.e. Eq. 29 from [8]:  

 

{ A(t, rj) > percept (rj) > ([t, t + ],  (rj)) }   (1). 

 

(Briefly, in Eq. 1: A is a measure of the particular aspect of brain-activity that encodes 

environmental information [8]; by assumption, A also characterizes the final substrate [8] for 

consciousness; {rj} are coordinate-locations of brain sites that are privileged by virtue of 

participating, via A, in the generation of conscious experience; percept > denotes the 

conscious experience of percept; and  is a coordinate-index for perceptual space. More 

details are given in [8].)  

Let a generic moving-frame whose spatial coordinate origin moves with uniform 

velocity v (as measured in F0) be denoted by Fv. Denoting quantities in the moving-frame 

with a prime, the statement of Eq. 1 in Fv is directly  

 

{ A´(t´, r´j) > ´percept´(r´j) > ([t´, t´ + ´],  ´(r´j)) }  (2) 
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where 

 

 t´ = TLv(t, r)         (3) 

 

r´ = SLv(t, r)         (4) 

 

and TLv(t, r) and SLv(t, r) are the usual temporal and spatial Lorentz transformations [], 

respectively. (As a deliberate choice, the more conventional tensor notation is not adopted in 

the present body of work [8-10,77-82], to increase accessibility to non-specialists.) 

A complete relativistic theory requires the explicit specification of the relationship 

between unprimed quantities and A´, ´percept´(r´j) >, ´, and  ´(r´j)). Here it will be 

assumed that A is by nature a relativistic scalar (although this point has not been addressed in 

extant proposals), so that   

 

 A´(t´, r´j) = A(t, rj)        (5) 

 

and 

 

´ =           (6) 

 

The physical content of the non-relativistic theory is that certain brain locations have the 

property of creating specific percepts at specific perceptual spatial locations (conditional on 

an activity inequality that is relativistically invariant when Eqs. 5-6 hold). Since this physical 

action cannot depend on frame, it follows that  
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< percept´(r´j) > ( ´(r´j)) = < percept(rj) > ( (rj))    (7) 

 

and the independence of < percept > and  implies further that 

 

< percept´(r´j) > = < percept(rj) >       (8) 

 

and 

 

 ´(r´j) =  (rj).        (9) 

 

B.  Frame-dependence of  

 

1. Transformation law for  

 

Physical relationships between coordinates on the LHS of Eq. 1 and those on the RHS 

are poorly defined [8]. For definiteness, as is somewhat natural in a non-relativistic identity 

theory,  is assumed to be a time increment at a constant spatial location in F0, i.e. it is the 

temporal displacement between events at (t, rj) and (t +, rj) whose relative spatial 

displacement is 0. (This assumption does not affect central results, i.e. relativistic-

simultaneity inconsistencies). It follows that 

 

  ´ TLv (, 0).         (10) 

 

However, this transformation law for  only applies in the special case in which “ is a time 

increment at a constant spatial location”, i.e. it only applies to situations where the original 
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frame happens to be F0. In a generic moving frame Fv, rj has a velocity –v, so that after a 

time increment  , there will be spatial displacement of – .v between successive coordinates 

for a given neural activity site. 

Consider a third frame moving relative to Fv at a constant uniform velocity u. In our 

nomenclature where the vector subscript on F denotes the velocity of frame relative to F0, 

this third frame is Fu⊕v, where u⊕v denotes the usual relativistic addition of three-vector 

velocities. Denoting quantities in Fu⊕v by double primes, and recalling that the spatial 

displacement of any r´j  (to which ´ pertains) after a period  ´ is  ´.v, the general 

transformation law is  

 

´´ TLv (´,  ´. v)       (11) 

NO ´´ TLu (´,  ´. v)       (11) 

 

 

where v is the velocity of (any and all) r´j. Eq. 11 of course reproduces the Eq. 10 as a special 

case, since in F0, v = 0. 

 

2. The -frame problem 

 

Eq. 11 is of a rather curious form, unique in physical theory (a class to which any 

identity theory belongs). This curiosity is perhaps best displayed by the alternative expression 

 

 ´´TLu⊕v(, 0)       (12) 

 

which emphasizes that the value of in Fu⊕v is of course the appropriate (i.e. velocity u⊕v) 
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Lorentz transform of the non-relativistic value of inF0 However,  is a fundamental 

physical constant [8], and unlike other covariant physical constants (e.g. elementary particle 

masses), its “rest-frame” or frame-of-definition is unclear [III.B.2]. (Moreover, apart from 

recently discussed covariance of the Planck time [87], covariant temporal constants are 

currently absent from physical theory. Finally, as noted in [8], is unlike other physical 

constants, in that it refers to a high-level system rather than to a fundamental object; in 

particular, it seems impossible to replace by any parsimonious function of other, existing, 

lower-level or fundamental constants.) 

These aspects of  frame-dependence deserve note as an issue for future 

consideration: “The -frame problem: Any statement of the value of  in physical law (as 

must take place for a complete biophysics) is necessarily associated with the definition of a 

specific frame in which that value pertains. Although not unprecedented,  frame-covariance 

also has certain unusual formal aspects, discussed elsewhere [8:?].” 

  These observations complete the symbolic definition of naïve relativistic 

spatiotemporal identity theory.  

 

III. RELATIVISTIC SIMULTANEITY IN SINGLE-UNIT THEORY 

 

Section III formally characterizes the relativistic simultaneity problem demonstrated 

in [I.D]. This problem occurs arises when naïve relativistic identity-theory (Eqs. 2-11) is 

applied to the activity of multiple neurons, in a single-unit encoding setting [8]. Various 

solutions to the relativistic simultaneity problem are identified and evaluated in terms of 

theoretical and physical feasibility. (Section V extends the analysis of the relativistic 

simultaneity problem to multi-unit [ensemble] encoding settings.) 
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A. The relativistic simultaneity problem 

 

1. Formal statement 

 

Since the rj  (introduced in Eq. 1) lie in distinct neurons, the subscript j can be taken 

to index the various encoding neurons whose activity (via identity) creates perceptual 

consciousness. Consider the a-th and b-th such neurons (a  b) that contain the locations ra 

and  rb, respectively. As is realistic, it will be assumed that these two neurons are not 

perceptually degenerate, i.e. that they encode perceptual features that differ either in nature 

(i.e. < percept(ra) >  < percept(rb) >), or in perceptual locations (i.e.  (ra)   (rb)), or both. 

(In any biologically realistic single-unit encoding scheme, large numbers of such a-b pairs 

must exist). 

In the frame F0 (defined in [II.A]), consider the case where the a-th and b-th neurons 

are instantaneously active (firing) at a particular time t = t1. Further assume that all encoding 

neurons are inactive (not firing) for t < t1 and for t > t1, i.e. that the only neural encoding 

activity in some sufficiently long interval [t0, t2] (where t0 < t1 < t2) is the t1-firing of the a-th 

and b-th neurons. (This idiosyncratic and improbable limitation is supposed only for 

expositional clarity, in particular so that the simultaneity properties of the two neurons can be 

discussed without also specifying and discussing all other neural activity. The relativistic 

simultaneity problem demonstrated will occur generically, i.e. frequently and across multiple 

neuron combinations, in the realistic setting of a dynamically-evolving complex environment 

that leads to the co-firing of many neurons). 

Under the given conditions, Eq. 1 states that 

 

{ A(t1, ra) > pa > ([t1, t1 + ], a) }    (13) 
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and  

 

{ A(t1, rb) > pb > ([t1, t1 + ], b) }    (14) 

 

where the following abbreviations have been employed: 

 

pa > = percept(ra) >,       (15.1) 

pb > = percept(rb) >,       (15.2) 

 a = ra),         (15.3) 

 b = rb).         (15.4) 

 

(Recall that unprimed quantities refer to observations in F0). 

Now introduce the symbol (t) to point to the entire contents of exteroceptive 

perceptual consciousness (i.e. the collection of exteroceptive percepts existing for a single 

perceiver) at time t. At a specific instant, t = tp say,    

 

tp) = { percept (rj) > (tp, (rj)), rj : A(t, rj) > , t(tp  , tp]}  (16) 

 

i.e. perceptual conscious at tp contains the percepts corresponding to all neurons that have 

fired in the time period of length   preceding and including tp. In the particular case where 

only the a-th and b-th neurons fire at t1, and all neurons are non-firing at all other times,   

 

 t) =      t < t1    (17.1) 

 t) = {pa > (t, a), pb > (t, b)}  t1  t < t1 +     
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t) =      t1 +  < t    (17.3) 

 

where “” denotes the empty set. Thus, as expected, perceptual experience contains only 

those percepts generated by the firing of the a-th and b-th neurons, and the simultaneous 

firing of these neurons means that those percepts co-exist simultaneously for the period t  

[t1, t1 + ). 

Now consider the description of precisely the same temporal sequence of neural 

activity in a moving frame Fw, where w is the three-vector velocity of the spatial coordinate 

origin of Fw relative to that of F0. Here w is specifically chosen so that, in Fw, the firing of the 

a-th and b-th neurons is not simultaneous (i.e. w can be any three-velocity with a non-zero 

component parallel to either of ra or rb). Then, denoting quantities observed in Fw by primes, 

Eq. 2 implies that 

 

{ A´(t´a, r´j) > ´pa > ([t´a, t´a + ´], a) }   (18) 

 

and 

 

{ A´(t´b, r´j) > ´pb > ([t´b, t´b + ´], b) }   (19) 

 

where the unprimed quantities on the RHS of Eqs. 18 and 19 follow from the transformation 

laws (Eqs. 2 – 11). Note that the t´ coordinates on the LHS of Eqs. 18 and 19 have been given 

“a” and “b” subscripts, to highlight their respective dependence on ra and rb (by virtue of the 

spatial dependence of the temporal Lorentz transformation, TLw). 

By construction, t´a  t´b. Without loss of generality, assume that in fact t´a < t´b. (If 

this is not the case, i.e. if  t´b < t´a, the conclusions below follow from replacing w by w, so 
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that now t´a < t´b. Alternatively, the reasoning below can be applied, swapping t´a and t´b and 

making the obvious correspondent switches in other symbols). 

Then 

 

 ´t´) =       t´ < t´a   (20.1) 

´t´) = {pa > (t´, a)}    t´a  t´ < t´b   (20.2) 

´t´) = {pa > (t´, a), pb > (t´, b)}  t´b  t´ < t´a + ´ (20.3) 

´t´) = {pb > (t´, b)}    t´a + ´  t´ < t´b + ´ (20.4) 

´t´) =       t´b + ´ < t´   (20.5) 

 

assuming (as is realistic) that t´b < t´a + ´. 

Clearly t) (Eqs. 17) and ´t´) (Eqs. 20) describe two qualitatively different time 

series of perceptual experiences, since e.g. ´t´) contains < pa > by itself for t´a  t´ < t´b, 

while < pa > occurs only in conjunction with < pb > in t). This is a contradiction, because 

in reality there is only one collection of time-indexed sets of simultaneous percepts: the 

relativistic identity theory as it stands predicts a large infinity of different collections, one for 

each w with a non-zero component parallel to either ra or rb.  

This contradiction is referred to as the “relativistic simultaneity problem” because it 

arises from neural firing that is simultaneous in one relativistic frame and non-simultaneous 

in other frames. Equivalently (and this is the direct inconsistency), this firing leads to 

simultaneity in onset and ending of percepts in one relativistic frame but not in others. 

 

2. Conceptual basis and magnitude 

  

(a) Conceptual basis. Emphatically, the relativistic simultaneity problem arises 
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because the description of actual phenomena (in this case, the time series of sets of 

simultaneous percepts) must be frame-independent. Thus, the problem arises for the 

consistent physical treatment (i.e. description across all frames) of a single perceiver at rest in 

a terrestrial laboratory. It does not require that the perceiver described mathematically in 

[III.A.1] be “fast moving” e.g. relative to a laboratory frame. Nor does it rely on a premise 

that relativistic simultaneity differences “would be noticed subjectively by a perceiver” (a 

statement to which it is hard to attribute meaning). 

(b) Magnitude measured in temporal terms. Undoubtedly, the temporal differences 

between perceptual onsets in different frames (Eqs. 20 cf. Eqs. 17) are small on biological 

timescales, when expressed in rest-frame terms (i.e. adjusting for the slow running of 

relatively moving clocks). In these terms, durations of difference will be order 10-10 s, since 

they arise from expressions such as r.v/c2  r/c, where r is a measure of distance between 

various neural encoding sites rj and c is the speed of light (r ~ 10-1m and c ~ 3108 ms-1). 

The relevant benchmark for assessing magnitude is not, however, biological: because the 10-

10 s scale will be associated with novel implications for the conception of physical time 

[III.E], in order to be theoretically significant temporal scales need only exceed the Planck 

time (~10-43s)  at which new temporal physics is currently expected. 

(c) Magnitude measured in terms of velocity. Another way of characterizing the 

domain of relevance for the relativistic simultaneity problem is to identify those velocities at 

which relatively moving frames will give rise to temporal effects of magnitude greater than 

the Planck time. At a length scale of 10-1 m, this leads to a lower-bound velocity of 10-25 ms-1. 

Thus, in the view that “relativistic effects are only relevant for frames actually occupied by 

‘observers’” (as opposed to the set of all frames, regardless of the theoretical coherence of 

such a position), even a limitation of observers to human perceivers leads to physically 

relevant effects, since for each human brain there are many instances of other human 
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perceivers moving relatively at velocities considerably in excess of 10-25 ms-1.   

 

B. Formal solutions to the relativistic simultaneity problem 

 

As noted in the [I.E.1], the formal characterization of the relativistic simultaneity 

problem leads immediately to formal suggestions for its solution, “most obviously by 

attempting to construct a [formal] definition of ‘identity’ that respects the necessary 

relativistic invariance”. This subsection [III.B] formulates precisely such formal re-

definitions; an additional, more physically oriented, proposal is offered in [III.D], motivated 

in part by observations in [III.C] concerning the general covariance properties of solutions 

proposed below [III.B.3-III.B.4]. 

 

1. Temporal index  

 

As highlighted explicitly in [8], identity theories must contain spatial -coordinates 

that cannot be put into exact physical correspondence (identity) with the rj-coordinates for 

activity sites instantiating percept (rj)>[(rj)]. Directly, the relativistic simultaneity problem 

is amenable to solutions wherein there is an analogous relaxation of an exact identity 

(equality) between temporal indices of neural activity and correspondent percepts. Relaxation 

of temporal equality can in principle allow neural activity which is (conventional-spacetime) 

simultaneous to instantiate, by identity, percepts at a variety of “perceptual” times. Formally, 

Eq. 1 is amended to read 

 

{ A(t, rj) > percept (rj) > ([,  + ],  (rj)) }   (21) 
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where 

 

 =  [A(t, rj), t, rj]        (22) 

 

is a yet-to-be-determined function. Then, the functional form of  [A(t, rj), t, rj], in particular 

its relativistic transformation properties, can be chosen so that the relativistic simultaneity 

problem does not occur. Two distinct ways of choosing these relativistic transformation 

properties will be described in [III.B.3-III.B.4], following developments in [III.B.2] which 

consider the identification of the neural-activity simultaneity frame that corresponds to actual 

(phenomenal, perceiver-experienced) perceptual simultaneity. 

 

2. Frame in which neural-firing simultaneity generates perceptual simultaneity 

 

(a) Relativistic simultaneity problem does not identify frame of phenomenal 

perceptual simultaneity. [III.A] demonstrated a contradiction between simultaneity properties 

of percepts in two different, relatively-moving, frames. However, it did not make any claim 

as to which frame generates simultaneity properties that correspond to those experienced by 

the perceiver, which is a conceptually independent question. Moreover, in a general 

consideration that admits the possibility of non-identity theories, phenomenal perceptual 

simultaneity (i.e. that experienced by the perceiver) need not correspond to neural-firing 

simultaneity in any frame. Nor, in the more restricted consideration solely of identity-

theories, need phenomenal perceptual simultaneity correspond to neural-firing simultaneity in 

a particular inertial frame. 

(b) Two approaches to phenomenal perceptual-simultaneity frame. Nevertheless, 

identity theories are the primary concern in this paper, and the natural assumption is that 
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actual perceptual simultaneity corresponds to firing-simultaneity in some physically well-

defined frame. However, it remains to identify that frame, and two styles of approach can be 

identified. In one style, the frame in which neural simultaneity generates phenomenal 

perceptual simultaneity is identified as a member of the {Fv} [II.A], i.e. the set of frames 

moving at a constant uniform velocity with respect to the rest-frame of the perceiver (F0). 

Another style considers physical principles that might evoke an identification of a frame 

outside the set {Fv}; this frame should be amenable to expression in terms of its relationship 

e.g. to F0, but need not be moving at a constant uniform velocity relative to F0. 

(c) Phenomenal perceptual-simultaneity frame defined relative to {Fv}. The {Fv} and 

in particular F0 are natural choices. For example, the relativistic identity-theory must reduce 

to the non-relativistic theory as relative velocities tend to zero; the simplest non-relativistic 

identity theory (although not necessarily the correct one) has perceptual instantiation times 

identically equal to neural activity times (e.g. Eq. 1). 

If the phenomenal perceptual-simultaneity frame is assumed to always lie in the 

collection {Fv}, symmetry arguments favor F0 over Fv (v0) for this frame. Symmetry 

considerations are not physically definitive: choices other than F0 do not lead to 

contradictions. (A characterization of the perceptual simultaneity frame by means other than 

the comparison of the {Fv} is discussed briefly in [III.E.4] below).  

(d) Phenomenal perceptual-simultaneity frame defined other than via {Fv}. Other than 

selection from {Fv}, two further sub-possibilities can be identified. One is that phenomenal 

perceptual simultaneity is determined by some as yet unknown physical mechanisms 

pertaining to each individual perceiver, for example that introduce various small propagation 

delays between neural activity and perceptual instantiation. These will not be considered 

further in this paper (as they make no contribution to results, but complicate notation). 

Another, conceptually distinct, possibility is that some physical principle defines phenomenal 
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perceptual simultaneity with respect to some privileged inertial frame (so that this frame is 

not in the collection {Fv} if the perceiver’s rest-frame is non-inertial). This possibility is 

discussed further in [III.E.4]. 

(e) Default assumption: neural simultaneity in F0 defines phenomenal perceptual 

simultaneity. With the major explicit exception of discussions in [III.E.4], it will in general be 

assumed henceforth that neural firing-simultaneity in F0 defines actual perceptual-

simultaneity. (Other choices do not affect qualitative conclusions, but considerably 

complicate symbolic expressions and discussions). This means that neurons (or ensembles of 

neurons) simultaneously active in F0 will generate simultaneous percepts from the perceiver’s 

experiential perspective. Furthermore, under this assumption, descriptions in an arbitrary 

frame Fv must reproduce perceptual-simultaneity-properties in F0.  

(f) F0-simultaneity physically present in Fv: t-time simultaneity. The most direct way 

to ensure F0-perceptual-simultaneity in all frames is to set perceptual times  = t  in F0, and to 

make   Lorentz invariant. This approach will be referred to as “simultaneity in t-time”, since 

in a sense (to be amplified extensively below) it creates a t-coordinate dimension within each 

Fv, whereas all other simultaneity properties in Fv are defined, instead, with respect to t´.  

(g) Fv perceptual instantiation times reflect F0-simultaneity: t´-time simultaneity. An 

alternative approach is to explicitly set temporal indices t´ for percepts in Fv to values 

differing from those applying to correspondent neural firing. In particular, this choice must be 

made so that percepts simultaneous in F0 share the same t´ index in Fv. This approach will be 

referred to as “simultaneity in t´-time”. 

(h) General approach to relativistic simultaneity. The two cases of t- and t-time 

simultaneity are immediately evident and somewhat natural. However, other solutions exist 

and are discussed in [III.E.3]. Detailed formal consideration of t- and t-time approaches will 

be given in [III.B.3-III.B.4], and is followed later by a consideration in [III.E.1-III.E.2] of the 
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phenomenal correlates of formal results. As will then be shown in [III.E.3], the relevant 

qualitative features of the general solution can be understood as a combination of t- and t-

time properties, thus according these natural solutions a basic significance in the broader 

general class. 

 

3. Simultaneity in t-time 

 

In a t-simultaneous solution to the relativistic simultaneity problem (Fig. 4), the 

perceptual time coordinate (or ´) for a percept in an arbitrary frame Fv is numerically 

equal to the t-time (F0) temporal coordinate for the neural firing that generates that percept. 

That is, in Fv (primed symbols), the perceptual time index ´ attributed to a percept generated 

by (“identical to”) neural firing at (t´, r´j) is 

 

 ´ = (TLv)-1(t´, r´j)        (23) 

 

which includes the F0 case (unprimed symbols, v = 0), via 

 

   = (TL0)-1(t, rj) = t.         (24) 

 

(Recall that v is the velocity of Fv relative to F0, and that v is the velocity of any of the rj in 

Fv. Thus the value of v, necessary to compute  (TLv)-1= TL-v, is physically available in Fv as 

the motion of the {rj}). 

Defining ´ as in Eq. 23 also requires a redefinition of the transformation law for  

given earlier (Eq. 11), specifically as  
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´ =            (25) 

 

i.e. the numerical value of becomes constant across frames, thus eliminating (in this 

particular solution) curiosities associated with covariance of [8:EpsCov]. 

Self-evidently, via Eqs. 23-24, all percepts that are F0 simultaneous will be ´ 

simultaneous in any Fv, because the ´ coordinate in every frame, attributed to the percept 

generated by neural firing at (t, rj) in F0, is equal to t. Thus, there is no relativistic 

simultaneity problem. 

A trivial formal demonstration of this resolution of the relativistic simultaneity 

problem can be given. Replacing  (t) [III.A] by () (as is now appropriate, from Eq. 21), 

the description of perceptual experience in F0 becomes  

 

) =       < t1    (26.1) 

 ) = {pa > (, a), pb > (, b)} t1   < t1 +     

) =      t1 +  <      

 

In Fv, the a-th and b-th neurons are active at times TLv(t1, a) and TLv(t1, b), which differ 

from each other. Nevertheless, the -times given by Eq. 23 for the percepts instantiated by 

these neural activities are (TLv)-1 [TLv(t1, a)] and (TLv)-1 [TLv(t1, b)], which both evaluate to t1. 

Therefore, 

 

´´) =      ´ < t1    (27.1) 

 ´´) = {pa > (´, a), pb > (´, b)} t1  ´ < t1 +     

´´) =      t1 +  < ´     
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so that the relativistic simultaneity problem does not occur. Thus, the t-time approach is 

certainly a formal (i.e. symbolic, mathematical) solution. Nevertheless, both t- and t´-

simultaneous solutions have certain consequences for physical interpretation that will deserve 

comment [III.E]. 

 

4. Simultaneity in t´- time 

 

  In a t´-simultaneous solution to the relativistic simultaneity problem (Fig. 5), percepts 

are given simultaneity via instantiation on hypersurfaces of constant moving-frame time (i.e. 

simultaneity follows from equality of t´-indices). This contrasts with the t-simultaneous case 

[III.B.3] where perceptual simultaneity occurs on hypersurfaces of constant rest-frame time 

(and simultaneity in a moving-frame follows from the equality of -indices, by construction 

set equal to the t-coordinate of perceptual-instantiation/neural-firing). 

(a) Notation. The formal development of t´-simultaneous approaches is somewhat 

complicated by the fact that explicit reference to events across a number of t´-locations will 

be required. In the interests of expositional simplicity, an alternative notation will be adopted 

(in this subsection only) to express the locations of neural-firing events. In a suitable time 

window, let firing events be denoted by Ei (i = 1, … Nf, where Nf  is the total number of such 

events).  The coordinates attributed to an event Ei in the moving-frame will be denoted by (it´, 

ir´). (The specific notational variant is thus that the subscript prefixed to r and t indexes event 

number. In contrast, the subscript j appended to r indexes neural-activity-site [Eq. 1], while 

subscripts appended to t symbols label specific times.) 

(b) t´-simultaneous solution in terms of firing-events {Ei}. Consider a specific firing-

event Ea, say, and a moving-frame description of this event (primed coordinates). Define 
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t´(…) as a function taking an event as an argument and producing the t´-temporal-index of 

that event, i.e. 

 

 t´(Ei) = it´            (28)  

 

A t´-simultaneous approach requires that a single, common, t´-coordinate be 

instantiated for all percepts that occur at a common t-coordinate. There are clearly many 

different consistent schemes for doing this (e.g. if t´1 were assigned to all percepts instantiated 

at t0, then t´1+t´ could equally be used).  

Explicitly, for the event Ea, the rest-frame temporal-index is simply 

 

at = (TLv)-1 [at´, ar´]            (29). 

 

 Assume that there are a number of other percepts instantiated at this rest-frame time. 

Denote the collection of such ta-simultaneous events by S(at), i.e.  

 

S(at)  { Ei, i: t(Ei) = at}           (30),  

 

where “i :…” denotes a selection criterion (condition) for i-values (“i :…” is read as “for all i 

such that …”). Equivalently 

 

 S(at) = {Ei, i: (TLv)-1 [it´, ir´] = at}           (31). 

 

Trivially, the set of t´-coordinates for this set of events is  
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 t´[S(at)] = {t´[Ei], i: (TLv)-1 [t´i, ir´] = ta}           (32). 

 

Denote the t´-coordinate at which the firing event Ea instantiates a percept by 

t´perc(Ea). The multiplicity of possibilities noted above for t´perc(Ea) can be reduced to a single 

proposal by appealing to identity and causality. (Reduction is effected simply for expositional 

clarity. All other consistent schemes share the same qualitative features.) Identity suggests 

that 

 

t´perc(Ea)  t´ [S(at)]        (33) 

 

so that the t´-coordinate attributed to the collection S(ta) is at least identical to the t´-

coordinate of one of the firing events in that set. Causality further suggests that   

 

t´perc(Ea) = max{ t´ [S(ta)]}       (34) 

 

so that no firing-event creates a percept at an earlier t´-coordinate. (However, assuming a 

purely epiphenomenal consciousness, as is conventional, no physical contradictions would 

arise in such a circumstance). 

Combining Eqs. 29-34 gives an explicit form for the t´-simultaneous solution, i.e. 

 

 t´perc([at´,ar´]) = max{t´[Ei], i: (TLv)-1 [it´, ir´] = (TLv)-1 [at´, ar´]} (35) 

 

This solves the relativistic simultaneity problem of the form given in [III.A] trivially, since 

both firing-events in the moving-frame have the same rest-frame temporal index. To show 

this explicitly, let Ea be the t1-firing of the a-th neuron, and let Eb be the t1-firing of the b-th 
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neuron (the case considered in [III.A]). Thus, in the notation described in [III.B.4(a))], both at 

and bt are equal to t1 (and ar = ra, br = rb). Further, in [III.A], only the a-th and b-th neurons 

fire at t1, so that the total collection of spacetime locations for at-simultaneous events S(at) 

(Eq. 30) is simply the two-member set {(t1, ra), (t1, rb)}. Clearly, this is also the set of bt-

simultaneous events S(bt). Calculating t´perc([at´,ar´]) and t´perc([bt´,br´]) from Eq. 34, it 

follows that 

 

 t´perc([at´,ar´]) = max( t´ [S(at)])       (36.1) 

             = max( t´ [{(t1, ra), (t1, rb)}])     (36.2) 

                                   = max( t´ [S(bt)])      (36.3) 

= t´perc([bt´,br´])      (36.4). 

 

i.e. the perceptual instantiation events associated with Ea and Eb are t´-simultaneous, despite 

the fact that the neural activity events Ea and Eb themselves are not in general t´-

simultaneous. Thus, there is no relativistic simultaneity problem. 

(c) Firing-event independent solution for t´-simultaneity. The formal solution of 

[III.B.4(a)-III.B.4(b)] was developed relative to set of actual firing events. As a consequence, 

a specific firing event can have different t´ coordinates depending on the actual firing or non-

firing of other neurons. This can be avoided by simply defining the collection of events {Ei} 

as every possible neural firing event. In this case, neural firing that is the only percept-

instantiating event on its constant-t hypersurface will only very atypically instantiate its 

percept at a spacetime location identical to that of the firing event (see Eq. 39 in the next 

subsection). 

(d) Perceptual t´ typically later than firing t´. The relationship between firing-times 

and perceptual instantiation times in the t´-simultaneous solution is important in later 
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discussions. Trivially from Eq. 34, 

 

 t´perc([at´,ar´])  at´        (37), 

 

must hold, with  

 

 t´perc([at´,ar´]) > at´        (38) 

 

unless  

 

 at´ = max{t´[Ei]: (TLv)-1 [it´, ir´] = (TLv)-1 [at´, ar´]}    (39) 

 

i.e. unless the Ea firing event is in the (typically small) subset of t´-latest at-firing-events. 

(e) Set of constant-t´ hypersurfaces over all v, expressed in t-coordinates. Another 

point that will be important later concerns the set of constant-t´ hypersurfaces utilized to 

represent at-firing-events, over all possible velocities v of the moving-frame Fv (Fig. 6).  

For simplicity, consider a one-dimensional neural system with N neurons (N  2) 

arranged along an x-axis at locations x1 < x2 < … < xN1 < xN (coordinates measured in the 

rest-frame of the perceiver). Let v denote the x-component of the velocity of a relatively 

moving frame. For a particular velocity v, the rest-frame coordinates of the constant-t´ 

hypersurface implied by Eq. 35 will be of the form 

 

{(at, x)}+[v] = {t = at +v.(xx1)/c
2, x = (v2.x1/c

2)/(1v2/c2),   [x1, xN]}         (40.1) 

 

with {(at, x)}+[v] is the set of rest-frame coordinate locations corresponding to the t´-
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simultaneous solution for some v > 0. Similarly,  

 

{(at, x)}[v] = {t = at +v.(xxN)/c2, x = (v2.xN/c2)/(1v2/c2),   [x1, xN]}         (40.2) 

 

gives the rest-frame coordinate locations if v < 0. Thus, over all v with |v| < c, the totality of 

these rest-frame coordinates is the union 

 

  {{(at, x)}+[v], 0 < v < c}  {{(at, x)}[v], c < v < 0}            (41). 

 

The physical interpretation of the formal results Eqs. 38 and 41 will be discussed further in 

[III.E]. 

 

C. General covariance of formal solutions 

 

 The formal solutions [III.B] to the relativistic simultaneity problem have somewhat 

curious covariance properties (Eqs. 23 and 35). These properties are both formally somewhat 

complicated, and lead to interpretational challenges [III.E]. An additional issue is that 

discussions thus far have been limited to special-relativistic covariance (inertial frames), 

whereas a full theory requires the consideration of general covariance (non-inertial frames).  

 One feature of solutions given thus far is that they are purely formal, i.e. 

mathematical, without any appeal e.g. to biophysical bases for temporal coordinates. Such 

purely formal approaches will become extremely complicated for a generally-covariant 

theory, because an appeal to a simple inverse Lorentz-transformation to recover perceiver-

rest-frame simultaneity will not suffice. This point must be addressed by any complete 

theory. One possible solution, that avoids formal complications, is given in the following 
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subsection [III.D]. (Formal notational complications are not a reliable guide to the validity of 

a theory. Nevertheless, as developments stand, for a t´-simultaneous solution some informal 

interpretation such as “the brain computes – at some level – the coordinates at which to 

generate percepts” is required. Interpretational issues for t´-simultaneity already border on or 

even exceed acceptability. Solutions that avoid further complication in computation must be 

noted, if t´-simultaneity is to survive.) 

 

D. “Brain e.m.-field oscillation” solution to the relativistic simultaneity problem 

 

(a) Context. The e.m.-field activity of the brain possesses a wide range of oscillatory 

modes [88]. One hypothetical role for certain of these modes is to encode an internal 

temporal index that may also play a part in the generation of moment-to-moment conscious 

experience [89]. For example, the various oscillatory phases at which temporally sparse 

spiking occurs might constitute a relatively fine-grained temporal ordering amongst the 

events encoded by spikes. Another related hypothesis might be that each cycle of certain 

oscillations constitutes a complete perceptual instant, and phase within cycle instead indicates 

another variable, such as spatial location (in a manner analogous to phase relationships 

known to exist in hippocampal place cells [90]). Another role proposed by identity theorists 

[12] for brain oscillations is as a solution to certain binding problems. Loosely, the question 

of how spatially-local brain activity such as spiking comes to constitute the singular spatially-

extended whole of conscious experience is resolved in these proposals via the fact that the 

disparate activity in various spatial locales all “belongs to” some singular whole brain 

oscillation. This idea, in relation to consciousness and in its conventional form, is considered 

in detail in []. Here, a new and different idea is considered: in relation to solving the 

relativistic simultaneity problem, one view is that the brain might create a temporal label for 
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each spiking event that corresponds to a percept. This label might also (very speculatively) be 

used in some manner to generate collections of simultaneous percepts from collections of 

identically labelled spikes. Note that this does not evade the physical consequences 

associated with  relativistic simultaneity problem solutions [III.E], since such collections will 

typically exist across multiple moving-frame objective time instants; it simply offers a 

mechanism for keeping track of which spikes (or equivalently percepts) belong together. 

(b) Simple formal model. One simplistic statement of this theory will be given as a 

demonstration. Consider a model in which temporally-sparse encoding spikes ride on top of a 

spatially-global e.m.-field oscillation Aosc given by e.g. 

 

 Aosc = A0 sin (.t)        (42) 

 

(A0 > 0) so that  

 

 A(t,r) = Aspike(t,r) + Aosc(t)       (43) 

 

where Aspike(t,r) is the spike-induced field fluctuation.  

Assume that the amplitudes of spikes,  say, are homogeneous (i.e. identical for all 

neurons), with  > 2.A0. (The latter assumption is required if supra-threshold, encoding, 

activity is to be detected e.g. by activity that exceeds A0.)  Modeling temporal evolution of 

spikes as instantaneously transient -amplitude fluctuations implies that, if a spike occurs in 

at time tP in the j-th neuron, 

 

 A(tP,rj) =  + A0 sin (.tP)       (44) 
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so that 

 

 tP  = (sin-1[ (A(tP,rj)   ) / A0 ])/       (45) 

 

Thus, in scenarios such as these, it is possible to attribute a (local) temporal index to spiking 

activity simply from the total-field-measurement at the spiking event (given knowledge of , 

A0,and ).  

 In principle, then,   (Eq. 21) might be set by a computation such as 

 

   = (sin-1[ (A(tP,rj)   ) / A0 ])      (46) 

 

which is now a biophysical, rather than a purely formal, basis for temporal simultaneity. (-

values so set will be frame-invariant if A is a scalar). 

 

E. Time as a physical fundamental  

 

 Unusual implications for the conception of time, as a physical fundamental, occur in 

the solutions given here for the relativistic simultaneity. (The only apparent way to avoid 

these temporal implications is to seek a solution in a particular class of higher-dimensional 

settings, as discussed in [10]. Here discussions are restricted to the more conventional 4-D 

case [I.B(b)]).   

In the t-simultaneous solution, neural firing at different times in a moving-frame 

creates percepts at a single temporal location. This can be interpreted in two ways.  First, an 

extended-duration temporal instant interpretation allows differing temporal coordinate-

locations in the moving-frame to possess simultaneity by virtue of belonging to the same 
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extended moment. Second, a dynamically evolving set of simultaneity hypersurfaces within a 

frame but distinct from the orthodox simultaneity hypersurfaces can be interpreted as a 

second temporal process distinct from conventional (i.e. Lorentz-transforming) time.  

The t´-simultaneous solution has apparently simpler direct temporal consequences, i.e. 

a frame-dependent temporally non-local action (neural firing creates percepts in the future, at 

an offset depending on frame).  While perhaps simpler to conceptualize and describe than in 

the t-simultaneous case, these consequences too are radically unorthodox, both in non-

locality and more notably in frame-dependence. Moreover, as described in [III.B.4(e)], the 

necessary physical equivalence of frame-descriptions induces an unusual (non-special-

relativistic) relationship between spacetime locations. 

That all solutions described thus far (i.e. [III.B,III.D]) carry radically non-standard 

fundamental physics is evident from the fact that discussions here are manifestly relativistic 

(so that space and time should not be separable), yet implications can be discussed solely in 

temporal terms. This is a consequence of the fact that temporal adjustments (to the orthodox 

view) vary by frame, so do not follow standard covariance relationships. In turn, this results 

from the relativistic simultaneity problem itself, which is in essence the observation of a 

frame-invariant simultaneity, i.e. a frame-invariant temporal aspect of a natural system, 

 

1. Time in t-simultaneous solutions 

 

(a) “Temporal extension” via simultaneity on multiple-t´-valued hypersurfaces. One 

apparent resolution to the simultaneity problem is an interpretation of the t-simultaneous 

solution in which the conventional point-like temporal instant acquires an extended duration 

(for example,  ~ 10-10 s in the perceiver-rest-frame). In such a view, firing events at t´1 and 

t´2 might be judged “simultaneous” e.g. if | t´2 t´1| < /(1-v2/c2)½. However, this type of 
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interpretation does not hold up even at the most basic level. To begin with, such temporal 

extension must only apply to percepts, not to other physical phenomena (otherwise e.g. 

particles could collide at times other than predicted by orthodox theory). Hypothetically 

allowing that a division between treatment of percepts and of other phenomena might be 

made internally consistent, perceptual time must also be discretized (otherwise successively-

overlapping extended-moments would render all phenomena simultaneous).  

 Further allowing discretization, in a situation with more than two firing events 

extended temporal instants in the moving-frame does not in fact solve the simultaneity 

problem (Fig. 7). Rather than a simple temporal extension, what is required is that 

hypersurfaces of constant t-time within the moving-frame be identified as possessing a single 

-coordinate (Fig. 8).  

One way of understanding the physical existence of hypersurfaces of constant t-time 

as an extension in the duration of a t´-moment is via a return to the concept of perceptual 

space, , introduced in [8]. In non-relativistic theory, (t)can be thought of as “instantiated 

by the set of brain dynamics at t”. In relativistic theory, (t) must in general be instantiated 

in a moving frame by a set of brain dynamics at various (multiple) t´. The belonging-together 

relationship for neural dynamics at multiple times implied by   corresponds directly to a 

(particular, complex) extension in the temporal moment, from a t´-perspective (Fig. 9). 

(b) “Very-non-local” temporal-action interpretation (2-D time). An alternative 

conceptualization of the same t-simultaneous formal solution also draws on the notion of 

perceptual space  (The counterpart of P is objective space  [8]. The precise 

phenomenal relationship between and  is a matter of some uncertainty [8]; in fact, and 

 may be two labels for one space [10].) In this view, however, the time-index is now 

internal to a perceptual space/time entity ). (Note the usage of the term “space/time” to 

distinguish this construct from the conventional “spacetime”. In particular, there is no 
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orthodox relativistic theory on ), due in large part to the fact that   is a relativistically-

invariant process by construction, i.e. the measure on  intervals – if this even exists –  does 

not co-vary with  velocities.).  

In the prior view of t-simultaneity given in [III.E.1], a succession of ) objects at 

successive t-coordinates was labeled t), and relativistic simultaneity was achieved by 

temporally-local identity between neural dynamics and locations in a  instantiated over 

neural dynamics at a variety of temporal locations.  

In the contrasting view advanced in this subsection, the existence of is brought 

about not by attributing a new phenomenal simultaneity property to particular sub-collections 

of moving-frame locations, but via a “very-non-local” action from various t´-coordinates to 

relativistically-invariant locations within). (A “non-local” action transfers information 

between locations that belong conceptually to a single physical domain. The terminology 

“very-non-local” is adopted here to emphasize the fact that temporally non-local action in the 

current interpretation also involves transmission of information for neural-dynamics in 

conventional spacetime into a  -object that bears no clear relationship to spacetime [8]. 

Contrast t-simultaneity in which temporal non-locality is explicitly between two locations in 

conventional spacetime.)  

Thus, rather than a temporally-extended-moment interpretation, the temporally very-

non-local view argues for an interpretation of  as a separate, second, time-dimension (Fig. 

10), albeit of a rather unconventional kind [91]. Namely, the -dimension is internalized to , 

and inextricably linked to spatial -dimensions whose existential basis is somewhat at issue 

[8]. 

 

2. Time in t´-simultaneous solutions 
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(a) Non-local temporal action (in 1-D time). The direct interpretation of t´-

simultaneous solutions is rather more straightforward than for the t-simultaneous case. 

Temporal action is non-local in a clear although frame-varying way (Eq. 35). Both temporal 

non-locality and frame-dependence of action are nevertheless as unconventional as the 

temporal-extension or 2-time implications of the t-simultaneous solution. 

(b) Non-standard spacetime relationships. In addition to temporal non-locality and 

frame-dependence, in the t´-simultaneous approach further complications occur concerning 

the conceptual basis for  that is already unclear in the non-relativistic theory [8]. This 

feature is the analog of the ambiguity in the t-simultaneous approach wherein  could be 

interpreted either as temporally extended or as containing a second time dimension. 

 In various relatively moving frames, various t´-constant hypersurfaces become the 

basis for . These various hypersurfaces must be phenomenally equivalent in the sense that 

the same perceptual experience exists across each of them. One formal expression of this 

point can be made with regard to (tP), which certainly has a phenomenal existence [8]. In a 

t´-simultaneous solution, according to Eq. 41 (reproduced directly below as Eq. 41.1), (tP) 

must now be viewed as existing diffusely across the set of spacetime locations indexed in the 

rest-frame by coordinates  

 

{{(at, x)}+[v], 0 < v < c}  {{(at, x)}[v], c < v < 0}         (47.1). 

 

 As pointed out in [III.B.4(e)], these loci are the rest-frame image of all constant-t´ 

hypersurfaces used to accommodate (tP). However, from a single-physical-description 

viewpoint, each hypersurface within this collection must be identical in some sense to the 

hypersurface used in the rest-frame to describe perceptual-consciousness, i.e. to the 
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hypersurface 

 

{(ta, x)}v = {t = ta, x = ,   [x1, xN]}     (47.2) 

 

Two viewpoints on the equivalence of Eqs. 47.1 and 47.2 are possible. One is that 

equivalence is possible, it is defined formally by these equations, and its meaning is restricted 

to percepts (i.e. other, non-perceptual, events occurring at correspondent-loci on perceptually-

equivalent hypersurfaces are not to be considered to be spacetime co-located). The other is 

that the equivalence is a contradiction, which rules t´-simultaneous solutions out of further 

consideration. 

 

3. General solution to relativistic simultaneity problem.  

 

Simultaneity in t-time and simultaneity in t´-time constitute two important members 

of a more general set of possible solutions. In general, neurons could in principle instantiate 

percepts at arbitrary spacetime locations (somewhat analogous to t´-time simultaneity) and 

these points could also form, in some sense, a simultaneous set via labelling with a common 

formal  coordinate (somewhat analogous to t-time simultaneity). (Note that formal 

simultaneity via a common coordinate index cannot be achieved arbitrarily. Hypersurfaces of 

constant  must then have an actual phenomenal correlate, i.e. they must describe a non-

standard temporal dynamic in which these points are, in reality, simultaneous. This point is 

reflected in a t-simultaneous solution by the “second time dimension” characterization of 

hypersurfaces of constant t within a second, moving-frame, primed coordinate system.)  

Furthermore, in principle, the set of arbitrary locations could vary by frame (although, 

just as in the t´-simultaneous case, it is difficult to give a physical intuition to such an 
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approach). One conception of such a solution is that each frame has its own additional time 

dimension, corresponding to the progression from one hypersurface of constant  to another. 

(There can be one such additional time dimension per frame because the set of -

simultaneous spacetime locations can vary by frame.) Thus, a general solution of this kind 

will share attributes of both t- and t-approaches. 

 

4. Simultaneity in cosmological time 

 

As mentioned earlier, it is possible to characterize the perceptual simultaneity frame 

(i.e. the frame in which neural firing simultaneity corresponds directly to phenomenal 

perceptual simultaneity) by means other than the comparison of the {Fv}. Specifically, 

certain conjectures [92,93,94] propose that the motion of the Universe is itself a clock that 

defines a single cosmological time; in principle, it is possible that actual perceptual 

simultaneity is determined by the simultaneity of neural firing with respect to this measure.  

In such a setting, the fundamentally relevant quantity for the n-th perceiver described in an 

arbitrary frame Fv is not the velocity v relative to the rest-frame. Rather, it is the velocity 

v⊕U(n), where U(n) is the velocity of the perceiver’s rest-frame relative to the frame of 

cosmological time, and “⊕” denotes the relativistic addition of three-vector velocities.  

Hypothesizing a connection between brain biophysics and cosmological time might 

seem unwarranted, or even extreme. However, as [III.E.2] demonstrated, t´-simultaneous 

solutions have curious or even inconsistent physical properties that might argue for their 

exclusion (and for the exclusion of any t´-simultaneous component of the general solution 

[III.E.3]). If inconsistency excludes t´-simultaneity, the relativistic simultaneity problem must 

be solved by t-simultaneity, which requires a Lorentz-invariant temporal dynamic (the second 

time dimension interpretation [III.E.1(b)]. Such a dynamic is completely alien to special 
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relativity, and so even apparently extreme appeals become warranted.  

 

5. Simultaneity in relativistic quantum state-reduction 

 

(a) Lorentz-invariant spatially extended proposal in relativistic quantum theory. An 

admittedly speculative and conjectural alternative to cosmological time as the physical basis 

for a Lorentz-invariant temporal dynamic does exist. Initial suggestions for resolving certain 

problems associated with interpretations of state-reduction in relativistic quantum theory led 

to a proposed resolution involving a Lorentz-invariant spatially extended physical action. 

(This proposal is strongly associated with a quantum philosophical position that seeks to give 

an objectively real interpretation to states and to state-reduction. Other positions exist.) 

(b) Conjectural link between relativistic brain-biophysics and relativistic quantum 

theory. The essence of the relativistic simultaneity problem is that the action of brain in 

generating conscious experience (e.g. via identity) must be of a Lorentz-invariant spatially 

extended nature. Thus, the hypothesis of such an action in relativistic quantum theory leads 

directly to the speculative conjecture and exploration of a possible connection between the 

two phenomena. Note that this conjecture is entirely different from existing proposals that 

also conjecture a link between quantum theory and the brain; the speculation here originates 

in the specifically relativistic properties of the two actions. The relativistic treatment of brain 

biophysics is new, so a putative link with relativistic quantum state-reduction has not beed 

previously considered. 

(c) Difficult problems outstanding in establishing basis for conjecture. A brief 

exploration of the conjectural relativity-based link can be found in [79]. There, two initial 

challenges are identified. First, later considerations of the relativistic quantum state-reduction 

[51-54] identified problems with the initial Lorentz-invariant proposal, leading to its rejection 
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in favour of an elegant alternative [54]. Thus, if the conjecture of a link is to be made, a 

version of the original proposal that addresses problems but preserves Lorentz-invariance 

must be constructed. This is a difficult problem, and is the primary topic in [79]. Second, 

even given a solution to the first challenge, construction of an explicit and plausible physical 

and biophysical symbolic theory that contains the conjectural link is still required. (This is 

observation also pertains to many existing non-relativistic quantum proposals [77,78].) 

Accordingly, the conjecture of a relationship is best noted for the moment as a possible 

avenue for future research. 

 

F. Acute amplification of evolutionary problems in relativistic theory  

 

1. Evolutionary problems in non-relativistic and relativistic brain-biophysics.  

 

A related paper [80] analyses in detail the developmental and evolutionary problems 

for perceptual-consciousness in a non-relativistic setting pointed out in [8]. Here, a related set 

of problems that occur only in relativistic settings is characterized. The natural assumption 

for a physical rj-correlate [8,80] imbued with the property of perceptual instantiation (by 

dynamical identity) is that perceptual-instantiation is temporally simultaneous with the 

instantiation of the relevant dynamical state. This type of perceptual-instantiation leads 

directly to relativistic simultaneity problems [III.A] in an orthodox 4-D (single time 

dimension setting). As discussed, three solutions are available: t-simultaneity in 4-D that 

introduces another basic phenomenal simultaneity (second time dimension);  t-simultaneity 

in 4-D that amends the assumption of simultaneous perceptual- and dynamical-state 

instantiation; and finally, higher-dimensional theories that avoid simultaneity problems 

completely. (The mechanism by which higher-dimensional theories achieve avoidance is 
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briefly outlined in [VI.E].) Each of these has a different problem profile when considered 

from an evolutionary perspective. These are discussed in the following three subsections, in 

order of increasing evolutionary difficulty. 

 

2. Evolution and higher-dimensional theories. 

 

A full discussion of evolutionary problems in higher-dimensional theories must await 

the further detailed characterization of such theories in [10]. In brief, these theories employ 

additional phenomenal objects or properties in order to make an explicit correspondence 

between perceptual space [8] and a subspace of the overarching higher-dimensional 

spacetime [VI.B]. Given some form of evolutionary advantage from consciousness (a non-

trivial problems that is at the root of non-relativistic problems), in principle biological 

structures that implement this mechanism could evolve by orthodox Darwinian mechanisms. 

 

3. Evolution and t-simultaneity. 

 

For definiteness of discussion, a crude version of a t-simultaneity that uses 

cosmological time as the second time process will be employed in this subsection. Roughly, 

this approach allows the brain to instantiate percepts simultaneously with the occurrence of 

related brain dynamics, but requires that these percepts occur as part of a temporal dynamic 

(evolution of time) that is indexed by cosmological time. In this view, perceptual space is 

some aspect of cosmological space defined via hypersurfaces of constant cosmological time. 

The lack of clarity the relationship between perceptual and objective space in the basic theory 

[8] allows for a more specific proposal of this kind, although the view just given also requires 

a considerable amount of further clarification to constitute a full theory. 
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 The novel physical action required of the brain in this model is to “push” percepts into 

a cosmological subspace that comprises the perceptual space of a particular brain. Viewing 

percepts as properties of brain-dynamics rather than as entities created by those dynamics, the 

same result occurs by defining that percept properties are in the first instance indexed by  

rather than by t. Both action and property interpretations certainly evoke all the non-

relativistic evolutionary problems documented in [80]. Additional, specifically relativistic, 

problems arise from two particular features required in this picture that are not required in 

non-relativistic settings. First, evolution must select a (putatively existent) perceptual-

instantiation mechanism that has the required relationship with cosmological spacetime (or 

more directly, with the perceptual space component of this spacetime). Second, evolution 

must select perceptual space that is comprised of successive hypersurfaces of constant 

cosmological time. Both requirements place new constraints on relativistically-consistent 

evolutionary selection, assuming that a broader set of physical mechanisms is available that 

possess other relativistically significant possibilities (for example, mechanisms that utilize 

non-cosmological perceptual spaces, or, more generally, that utilize non-two-time 

constructions). 

 

4. Evolution and t-simultaneity. 

 

As is evident from the discussions of [III.B.4] and [III.E.2], t-simultaneity requires 

that a complex frame-dependent calculation of temporal delay is associated with the 

instantiation of each individual percept. Assuming that a multiplicity of other non-delay 

mechanisms is available and that a further multiplicity of delay mechanisms not of the 

particular form required also exist, calculational demands of t-simultaneity place a set of new 

constraints on relativistically-consistent evolution that are even more restrictive than those for 
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the t-simultaneous case [III.F.3]. 

 

5. Summary of evolutionary problems in relativistic brain-biophysics. 

 

Relativistic theory makes additional demands on evolution that are not present in an 

already evolutionarily-problematic non-relativistic theory. Demands are lightest in higher-

dimensional theories, where orthodox Darwinian mechanisms might apply to novel 

phenomenal objects or properties (if the non-relativistic problem of absent evolutionary 

advantage is solved). Approaches involving t-simultaneity demand that the mechanisms 

evolved be specifically connected to cosmological time in some sense, and that perceptual 

space is a hypersurface of constant cosmological time. These specific demands increase the 

improbability aspect of non-relativistic problems, by reducing the number of valid selections 

from a putatively large set of consciousness-generating physical mechanisms. In the case of 

t-simultaneous approaches, the valid subset is further reduced by very particular (and 

physically curious) temporal delay properties that perceptual-instantiation mechanisms must 

possess. Implications for the overall development of biophysical theory are discussed in 

[VI.B]. 

 

IV. ROBUSTNESS OF SINGLE-UNIT SIMULTANEITY PROBLEM 

 

 Relativistic simultaneity problems with challenging consequences for fundamental 

physics have been shown to occur in a simple single-unit encoding setting with deterministic 

neurons firing at precisely synchronized times. Section IV extends these results to 

demonstrate that problems persist in biologically realistic settings with spike timing 

variability and temporal distribution of spiking dynamics over oscillatory cycles in the brain. 
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Section V extends the same results to non-single unit settings. 

 

A. Valid and invalid biological concerns 

 

One view that might be advanced to avoid relativistic implications is that “Unlike 

(most) physics, biology is ‘messy’ and ‘noisy’. One should not expect temporal relationships 

at the 10-10 s scale to be relevant in the context of macroscopic biological systems. Although 

the 10-10 s scale can be relevant to e.g. the quantum dynamics of biomolecules in the brain, 

the timescale relevant to the perceptual instantiation that underlies alleged relativistic 

simultaneity problems is closer to 10-3 s”. 

 

1. Invalidity of the generic biologically-based objection 

 

A generic biologically-based objection based on temporal scales can be directly 

rejected on grounds begun in [III.A.2(b)]. In fundamental physics, 10-10 s is a very large 

rather than a very small timescale. Fundamental physics is the correct context in which to 

assess relativistic simultaneity problems because solutions involve temporal non-locality, 

temporal extension or additional dimensionality [III.E]. Moreover, the inherent nature of the 

relativistic simultaneity cannot be approximated away: it concerns logical consistency in 

fundamental physical terms, a prerequisite for all physical systems (a category which 

includes, of course, all biological systems). If necessary, this basic line of reasoning also 

refutes an objection that relativistic effects cannot be of any significance to biology. 

 

2.  Valid biologically-based concerns 
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 A generic overarching argument appealing to a supposedly distinct nature of 

biological systems is easy to refute [IV.A.1]. However, two specific objections of the same 

genre deserve explicit consideration. The first is that variability in spike timing 

[95,96,97,98,99,100,101] (a form of biological noise) may preclude simultaneity of neural 

firing e.g. in the perceiver-rest-frame, thus apparently invalidating arguments that start with a 

presumption of such simultaneity [III]. The second is that the overall structure of brain 

dynamics [89] (e.g. temporal dispersion of activity within computational cycles) might lead 

to a temporal separation between the firing activity of each encoding neuron and that of all 

other encoding neurons. This too would negate simultaneous-activity based results.  

These two concerns are addressed in detail in [IV.B] and [IV.C] respectively. 

  

B. Relativistic simultaneity problems survive biological noise 

 

This subsection evaluates the implications of biological noise on the relativistic 

simultaneity problem via consideration of a stochastic variability in spike-timing. The only 

impact biological noise can have on present considerations is to disrupt the precise rest-frame 

simultaneity assumption implicit in [III], so stochastic spike-timing suffices as a general 

model. 

 

1. Limitation to “rare” violations of physical consistency not sufficient 

 

Although stochastic spike-timing can certainly disrupt the frequency of occurrence of 

spiking simultaneity, it cannot completely preclude simultaneity. At best, then, objections 

based on biological noise can at most claim that precisely simultaneous spiking in pairs of 

neurons is rendered “extremely rare”. Thus, the first, most powerful, and directly dismissive, 
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response to a spike-timing variability objection is that it is not sufficient for violations of 

physical law (the frame-invariance of phenomena) to be rare. Relativistic results here concern 

the structure of physics [III.A.2], and that structure must completely exclude the possibility of 

such inconsistencies ever occurring.  

 Nevertheless, a pragmatic viewpoint might adhere to a frequency-of-occurrence 

rationale, and it is in any case of interest to establish certain physical parameters for 

phenomena here, such as the estimated frequency of physical inconsistencies (if the solutions 

of [III] or alternative higher-dimensional remedies are not adopted).   

 

2. Frame invariance of temporal-ordering as consistency criterion 

 

The pragmatic response, then, begins with reframing relativistic arguments from an 

appeal frame-invariance of temporal simultaneity. Instead, temporal sequence (or “before-

after” ordering) will be analyzed. Temporal sequence of percepts is a phenomenal property 

that must be frame-invariant, for the same reasons that simultaneity must be. Thus, if 

<percept1> is created before < percept2 > in a given frame, this temporal order must hold in 

all other frames. (An even more general conception is “frame-invariance of temporal duration 

of perceptual overlap”. If suitably defined to take into account relative rates of relatively 

moving clocks, this measure would immediately reject spike-timing objections. However, it 

is possible to advance certain, somewhat-philosophical, challenges to the interpretation of 

temporal extension in (, ) e.g. in a two-time setting [III.E.1(b)]. One advantage of both 

simultaneity and temporal order considerations is that they avoid the necessity of assigning 

and interpreting a measure to -intervals.) 

 

3.  Frequency of inconsistencies: length scales 
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 Assume that encoding neurons all lie in the cortex, and that for the present purposes 

that the cortex can be approximated by a (2-D) square with sides of length L. Let Ne be the 

number of encoding neurons, which are assumed uniformly distributed throughout the cortex. 

(This assumption is implausible for exteroceptive consciousness, but more reasonable if 

percepts instantiated by e.g. cognitive and volitional processes are included [10]. 

Alternatively, L can be taken as a length scale for cortical areas containing exteroceptive 

encoding neurons, and Ne to be the number of such neurons).  

  Then the closest neighbor to any neuron lies at a distance of L/(Ne
½). Since relativistic 

temporal effects are proportional to distance r between neural firing events, taking r ~ L/(Ne
½) 

will be conservative. (The length scale used in deriving the 10-10 s scale in [III.A.2] was in 

contrast the very much larger quantity L, as was appropriate for the characterization of the 

upper bound). 

 

4. Frequency of inconsistencies: stochastic spike-timing model 

 

 Now consider the firing of two neurons, the a-th and the b-th say, that were taken 

previously [III.A] to fire simultaneously. Instead of firing at a precise time, tP say, let the j-th 

neuron fire instead at  

 

   tj(tP) = tP + . W*j        (48), 

   

where {W*j} are Ne independent standard normal stochastic variables (i.e. independent, 

normally distributed random variables with mean zero and unit standard deviation), and  is 

an empirically-derived measure of spike-timing variability. Specifically, given the repeated, 
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precisely simultaneous, arrival of pre-synaptic stimulation sufficient to induce neuronal firing 

with probability one,  can be taken as the standard-deviation of temporal intervals between 

stimulation and consequent firing. 

 The presence of the W*j “jitter” terms now renders the precisely simultaneous firing 

of any two neurons vanishingly rare, as claimed by the objection. However, returning to the 

temporal order criterion, the sequencing of perceptual instantiation will vary by frame if the 

W*j-induced temporal-separation of previously-simultaneous firing is less than relative 

temporal shifts from the Lorentz transformations, i.e. if 

 

 |ta(tP) – tb(tP)| <  L/[c.(Ne
½)]       (49) 

 

for the a-th and b-th neurons (in the limit |v|  c, where v is the three-velocity of an arbitrary 

frame moving relative to the firing-simultaneity frame). 

 Since the W*j are independent, [ ta(tP) – tb(tP) ] will be normally distributed with mean 

zero and standard-deviation 2. Thus,  

 

 Pr (|ta(tP) – tb(tP)| <  L/[c.(Ne
½)]) = N (t)  N (t)   (50) 

 

where N is the cumulative probability for a mean zero, 2 standard deviation, normally 

distributed random variable. For sufficiently small L/[c.(Ne
½), it follows that 

 

 Pr (|ta(tP) – tb(tP)| <  L/[c.(Ne
½)])     L/[c..(Ne)

 ½]    (51) 

            

 Eq. 51 gives an order of magnitude estimate for the probability of relativistic 

inconsistency per firing event that is “simultaneous-without-jitter”, i.e. per event where two 
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neurons both receive mutually simultaneous pre-synaptic input that is sufficient to induce 

firing. It remains to estimate the temporal frequency of such events. 

 

5. Frequency of near-simultaneous firing events 

 

  Let tc be the length of a brain-encoding-cycle [8,89], and let q be the average fraction 

of encoding neurons that fire in each cycle.(Clearly, not all encoding neurons are active in 

any given perceptual instant). Further, assume that the firing time of encoding neurons within 

a cycle is statistically uniformly distributed. In this picture, how frequently (per cycle) will a 

specific a-th and b-th pair within the firing population be sufficiently close to create a 

situation that can be called “simultaneous”, for relativistic temporal ordering purposes? 

     The characteristic time scale for temporal ordering problems is L/[c.(Ne
½)] (the 

v.x/c2 term in the standard expression of temporal Lorentz transformation, as v tends to c). 

Thus, if the b-th neuron fires within L/[c.(Ne
½)]/10, say, of the a-th neuron’s firing, the pair of 

firing events is “close enough” to simultaneous, for present purposes. Given the uniformity 

assumption, for a given pair this will occur with a probability per unit time of 

 

 pab = L/[10.c.(Ne
½).tc]                   (52). 

  

Since there are q.Ne neurons firing per cycle, there are approximately (q.Ne)
2 such pairs that 

can generate “close-enough” simultaneity, so that the total population probability of a 

simultaneous-enough event per unit time is  

 

ppop = L.q2. Ne 
(3/2)/[10.c.tc]                 (53). 
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6. Frequency of relativistically-inconsistent events 

 

Multiplying the probability of a near-enough simultaneity event (Eq. 53) by the 

probability of an inconsistency per simultaneity event (Eq. 51) gives an estimate of the 

frequency of inconsistencies, i.e.  

 

L2.q2. Ne/[10.c2..tc]                 (54). 

 

 Taking plausible and conservative values (L ~ 10-1 m, q ~ 10-1
, Ne~ 10-3 s, 

and tc ~ 10-1 s) gives a conservative frequency of occurrence of about 10-10 per second, or 

about one event on average every three hundred years per brain. Because the current number 

of brains is approximately 1010, the current terrestrial occurrence frequency of occurrence for 

relativistically inconsistent neural events is then at least one per second.  

 

C. Relativistic simultaneity problems survive temporal structure in brain encoding 

 

 If brain connectivity and dynamical regularities lead to perceptually-relevant 

encoding neurons firing sequentially, rather than all at once (per perceptual scene), then the 

consequent temporal separation of neural activity might negate simultaneity-of-neural-firing 

reasoning employed in [III.A].  

 The first, most powerful, and directly dismissive response to such concerns is that the 

overall framework advanced in this paper assumes that the instantiation of perceptual 

consciousness is a physical phenomenon broadly akin to any other. Thus, in principle it is 

possible to synthetically create perceptually conscious systems with arbitrary relative timing 

properties. Hence, arguments appealing solely to situations in the brain are unsound. (This 
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line of reasoning also applies to the spike-timing variability concern [IV.B]). Alternatively, it 

is in principle possible (although ethically precluded) to artificially manipulate firing of 

neurons in a human brain to generate arbitrary relative timing properties. 

 Pragmatically, assuming a brain-encoding-cycle [8,89] of duration tc  ~ 10-1 s, and an 

encoding-neuron population consisting of Necells, each neuron would have to be 

restricted to a window of tc/Ne ~ 10-7 s, to achieve maximal temporal separation. But this is 

infeasible given empirical observations of spike-timing variability [IV.B] with standard-

deviation ~ 10-3 s. 

 At best, then, the cycle might be subdivided into sub-cycles of length tsub~10-3 s, thus 

reducing only the frequency of occurrence of inconsistency events [IV.B]. In this picture, 

there are q.Ne. tsub/ tc neurons firing on average per sub-cycle (where q is the average fraction 

of encoding neurons that fire in each cycle [IV.B]). Directly, this gives a revised estimate of 

the frequency of inconsistencies (Eq. 54) as  

 

L2.q2. Ne/[10.c2..tc]  (tsub/tc)      (55) 

 

 Thus, the only effect of a structural segregation of firing events within a brain-

encoding-cycle is to reduce the (conservative) average frequency of inconsistency events 

from 1 s-1 to 10-2 s-1. 

 

D. Relativistic effect significant on a neural-spiking temporal scale 

 

 A generic objection that relativistic timing inconsistencies of the order of 10-10 s 

cannot be relevant at biological e.g. cellular scales has been rejected [III.A.2, IV.A-IV.C]. 

This subsection considers a related but more specific objection. Becuase the temporal width 
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of spikes exceeds 10-10 s [102], a volley of spikes precisely simultaneous e.g. in the perceiver 

rest-frame will always temporally overlap in other relatively moving frames. Does this not 

directly establish a frame-invariant simultaneity (via overlap), and thus solve the relativistic 

simultaneity problem? 

 Pursuing an explicit biophysical implementation of this idea immediately 

demonstrates its infeasibility, at least in its simplest form. What is required is not a qualitative 

consideration of overlap, but a biophysical mechanism that can generate simultaneous 

percepts in all frames. For example, the peaks of a set of perceiver rest-frame simultaneous 

spikes will lie in all frames within an interval that runs from the start of the latest spike to the 

end of the earliest spike, and all spikes in the set will also overlap in this interval. 

Nevertheless, defining spike peaks as the spacetime location of perceptual generation does 

not make ensuing percepts simultaneous by virtue of occurring within the interval, because 

physical simultaneity has nothing to do with the overlap of spikes: simultaneity is 

synonymous with identity of temporal coordinates. 

  However, the fact that rest-frame simultaneous spikes overlap in all frames does offer 

a more complex mechanism for attempting to ensure relativistic simultaneity, which relies on 

a multi-neuron perceptual generation mechanism. This mechanism is described and discussed 

at length in [V.B]. 

 

E. Temporal non-locality in quantum theory cannot avoid simultaneity problem 

 

Motivated in part by certain issues in relativistic quantum theory [51-54], a 

temporally non-local propagation of information in quantum settings has been conjectured by 

Aharonov and Vaidman [103]. Specifically, this conjecture concerns the existence of 

temporally retrograde (“backwards-in-time”) information-propagation. This conjectural 
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phenomenon has recently been further conjectured [104] to play a particular functional role 

(i.e. non-classical volition) within a specific brain-biophysical theoretical context (i.e. Orch-

OR [39]). A natural question is whether conjectural quantum temporal non-locality might 

also be harnessed to explain relativistic temporal non-locality in consciousness. 

That such a proposal cannot in fact work is evident from that fact that quantum 

temporal non-locality of the form proposed in [103] should be conventionally Lorentz 

covariant in a relativistic setting. The precisely curious feature of consciousness-related 

temporal non-locality is that it is not conventionally Lorentz covariant (as evidenced, for 

example, by the very fact that it can be described as purely “temporal” within a relativistic 

setting). Rather, consciousness-related temporal non-locality must have non-standard 

covariance properties e.g. as shown in Eqs. 23 and 35. 

The lack of congruence between covariance properties rules out quantum temporal 

non-locality as a means of avoiding, via explanation in terms of another phenomenon, the 

involvement of a novel physical process in the solution of relativistic simultaneity problems. 

(That is, reduction to another phenomenon would not remove the necessity for e.g. Eqs. 23 

and 35, but it would eliminate new and fundamental physical implications from these 

requirements.).  

The alleged applicability to brain biophysics of various other forms of conjectural 

quantum non-locality is assessed in [8,78] and [III.E.5], for non-relativistic and relativistic 

quantum theories  respectively.  

 

V. NON-RELATIVISTIC AND RELATIVISTIC NON-SINGLE-UNIT THEORY 

 

A. Single-unit, multi-unit, and ensemble settings 
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(a) Two types of non-single unit scenario. Section V extends the relativistic analysis 

of [II-IV] from the single-unit setting employed thus far to a very general setting. As 

discussed in [8], an initial restriction to single-unit encoding schemes sets aside two 

important features of actual brain dynamics. First, correlative evidence suggests that certain 

states of global or regional dynamics are necessary in the human brain for conscious 

experience to occur. Global and regional dynamics are by definition multi-neuron events. 

Second, a wide variety of experimental evidence establishes that a variety of organisms 

employ multi-unit encoding schemes of various kinds in certain situations. Any encoding 

scheme that requires knowledge of the dynamical state of more than one neuron in order to 

generate a single percept is a multi-neuron approach and will be referred to as an “ensemble” 

code.  

(b) “Single-unit” defined relative to basic element of conscious experience. The term 

“percept” was defined in [8] to refer to building blocks of conscious experience that 

correspond to the lowest level of sensory neural information detection and encoding. For 

example, oriented edges are a well-established processing primitive in the mammalian visual 

system, and so constitute an example of “percept”. Composite conscious experiences, such 

the visual experience of a table or a tree, are treated as collections of such elementary 

percepts. Thus, the single-unit/ensemble distinction refers to the number of neurons whose 

dynamical state contributes to the generation of a single elemental constituent of conscious 

experience. Both single-unit and ensemble encoding definitions are relative to an assumption 

that the organism is already in a conscious state, which plausibly requires certain dynamical 

states in certain multi-unit collections. These collections may or may not overlap with various 

other collections known to be dedicated to encoding of individual percept 

(c) Approach to non-single unit relativistic theory. Section V demonstrates that 

relativistic inconsistencies also occur in multi-unit settings of various types, as has not been 
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established thus far. Thus, multi-unit theories too must address the relativistic simultaneity 

problem. The approach to this demonstration will be to state a general multi-unit symbolism 

that includes the regional/global dynamical basis for conscious experience as a special case. 

(Regional/global dynamical theories are considered in more detail in [81], where this 

inclusion is explicitly demonstrated). For definiteness, the central discussion here will be 

limited to the interpretation of this symbolism as describing ensemble encoding. The specific 

example of color-encoding as an exemplar of these types of scheme was discussed first in 

[I.D], and a somewhat detailed formal exposition for this exemplar case is given in [78]. In 

contrast, discussion here addresses the generality of this group.  

(d) Emergent phenomenon theories addressed by approach. Another theoretical class 

that is sometimes discussed in relation to the single-/multi-unit distinction are “theories of 

perceptual-consciousness as an emergent phenomenon” [56]. These proposals are considered 

in detail in [9], where it is shown that for present purposes they can be treated as a special 

case of the general multi-unit symbolism introduced here.  

 

B. Ensemble-encoding theories 

 

This subsection shows that relativistic simultaneity problems carry over to a quite 

general class of non-single-unit identity theories. The establishment of this general result 

partially contradicts conclusions reached in [55], which opined that concrete analysis of 

relativistic consistency must depend on specific and explicit theories-of-consciousness. As 

the generalization result and various other elaborations in this and subsequent papers [9-10] 

show, definitive conclusions can in fact be reached regarding very broad classes of 

biophysical approaches, without needing to know details of a putatively unique “true” 

fundamental theory. Moreover, this approach reveals important and novel constraints on such 
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a theory, as discussed a little further in [VI.E]. 

 

1. General non-single-unit formalism 

 

Developments thus far have been derived from Eq. 1, which is a particular statement 

from the non-relativistic theory introduced in [8]. A slightly more general version, also 

discussed at length in [8], replaces the “{A(t, rj) > }” condition on the LHS of Eq. 1 with the 

condition “C[A(rj)] = 1”, where C is a classifier [8] on activity at rj. This more general form 

is still explicitly a single-unit theory, because perceptual generation (on the RHS) depends 

only on a single neuron’s activity (on the LHS). A non-relativistic theory of perceptual 

instantiation that can incorporate ensemble encoding is 

 

 (j,k): [Cjk({A(t, ri)}) = 1] I  [ < perceptj(j[{A(t, ri)}]) > (t, k) ]    (56.1), 

 [< perceptj(j,0) > (t, k)]   [Cjk({A(t, ri)}) = 1]  [j({A(t, ri)}) = j,0]    (56.2), 

∄ [< perceptj(j,0) > (t, k)]   [Cjk({A(t, ri)}) =  0]  [j({A(t, ri)})  j,0]    (56.3), 

 

where the multi-unit aspect has been introduced via the appearance of {A(t, ri)},i.e. the 

collection of activities at all of the various ri locations. In Eqs. 56, Cjk is simply a classifier 

that identifies the existence, within the total set of activity, of the specific dynamics that 

encode < perceptj> (k). The notation “< perceptj(j[{A(t, ri)}]) >” allows the detailed 

features of < perceptj> (k) to depend on the total set of activity via a percept-type specific 

functional form j (e.g. perceptual-wavelength [8]). “” in Eqs. 56 denotes “logical AND”, 

and “” denotes (inclusive) “logical OR”. 

 Roughly, all that Eqs. 56 say is that the set of percepts at t depends on brain-activity at 

t in some precisely describable way, that characteristic brain-activity at t instantiates (via 
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identity) a correspondent set of percepts, and that if a particular percept occurs at t, its 

generating brain-activity must occur at t. Thus, Eqs. 56 certainly include ensemble-encoding 

theories [8] (as well as single-unit-encoding-theories, as a special case). 

Even more general formal expressions are certainly possible. For example, Cjk might 

have an explicit dependence on time that is not entailed in the time variation of {A(t, ri)}. 

This would mean that the “identity” between a particular percept and its causally-instantiating 

brain-dynamics would vary over time. Although logically consistent, such possibilities are 

not conventionally discussed and will not be considered further here. (Conclusions are 

unaffected by this exclusion.) Extending the definition of the collection {ri} to include e.g. 

non-cortical, alertness-relevant, brain locations allows this condition to be expressed as part 

of the formal definition of  Cjk itself.) 

Eqs. 56, as stated, do not address the issue of (putative) temporal extension of 

percepts beyond the temporal extension of their dynamical encodings [8], i.e. the presence of 

 in Eq. 1. Although notationally cumbersome, such a feature is relatively straightforward to 

express. For example, Eq. 56.1 might become  

 

 (j,k)(tP):{ tjk[tP, tP]:[Cjk({A(tjk, ri)}) = 1]}      

                 I  [ < perceptj(j[{A(tjk, ri)}]) > (tP, k) ]   (57) 

 

where tP is the temporal index of the present moment and tjk indexes the time at which  

creation of the current instance of < perceptj > (k)  first took place. This is read as, “for all j 

and k for a given tP such that both Cjk({A(tjk, ri)}) = 1 and  tjk lies in the interval [tP, tP], 

there exists, at time tP and perceptual-coordinate location k,  the conscious experience of  

perceptj(j[{A(tjk, ri)}”. (The limitation of the argument of j to A(tjk) expresses an 

assumption that percept-parameters are fixed at instantiation. Other assumptions are 
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possible.) 

 

2. Simplified approach to non-single-unit relativistic simultaneity 

 

The key issue for the purposes of this paper is whether theories such as Eqs. 56 are 

able to generate relativistic simultaneity while remaining temporally local, with a point-like 

conception of time (i.e. while avoiding the features detailed in [III.B] and [III.E]). In fact, 

they cannot, although a general and rigorous proof (relying on e.g. the relativistic 

transformation properties of phase-space subsets and their intersections) is somewhat 

onerous. In the interests of brevity, only an informal demonstration of critical physical 

features sufficient to establish the result will be given. (This demonstration, together with the 

orienting suggestion of a phase-space approach, will be sufficient for the interested reader to 

write down the details of a formal proof). 

 

3. Location-interdependent perceptual-instantiation 

 

Returning to the simultaneous instantation of two percepts, <p1> and < p2> say, 

considered in [III.A], the central issue to be addressed in a non-single-unit setting is the 

possibility of location-interdependent perceptual instantiation. This possibility, definitively 

absent in single-unit settings, appears to offer a way of avoiding relativistic simultaneity 

problems, as will be shown directly. 

A formal definition of “location-interdependent perceptual instantiation” is as follows. 

In the single-unit case, perceptual instantiation depends on relationships such as  

 

Cg[A(t, r1)] = 1 I < percept1 > (t, 1)     (58.1) 
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Cg[A(t, r2)] = 1 I < percept2 > (t, 2)     (58.2). 

 

where Cg is a generic, spatially-homogeneous, function such as the single-spike classifier [8]. 

A simple (relativistically-relevant, location-interdependent) scheme amends Eqs. 58 by 

relaxing the necessity condition so that  

 

Cg[A(t, r1)] = 1 I < percept1 > (t, 1)     (59.1) 

Cg[A(t, r2)] = 1 I < percept2 > (t, 2)     (59.2). 

 

thus allowing other, additional, dynamical conditions to instantiate percepts, specifically via 

 

Cg[A(t, r1)] = 1, Cg-[A(t, r2)] = 1 I < percept2 > (t, 2)   (60.1) 

Cg[A(t, r2)] = 1, Cg-[A(t, r1)] = 1 I < percept1 > (t, 1)   (60.2). 

 

These additional equations allow the further instantiation of e.g. < percept1 > (t, 1) when 

conditions at a combination of locations (i.e. r1 and r2) is met, if Cg- imposes less restrictive 

conditions than Cg. In this case, for example, <percept1> can be generated either when 

Cg[A(t, r1)] = 1 and A(t, r2) takes any value (Eq. 59.1) or  under the less A(t, r1)-restrictive 

conditions Cg-[A(t, r1)] = 1 provided also that Cg[A(t, r2)] = 1 (Eq. 60.2). The latter 

generation of <percept1> is the “location-interdependent” feature.   

 

4. Location-interdependence and relativistic simultaneity 

 

How might location-interdependence help avoid relativistic simultaneity problems? 

To see this, consider Cg and Cg- defined explicitly as 
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Cg[A(t, r)] = 1  A(t, r)         (61.1) 

Cg-[A(t, r)] = 1    A(t, r) <       (61.2) 

 

where A(t, r) is taken to be an e.m.-field measure of spiking,  is the threshold delineating 

classification as “spiking” from classification as “non-spiking”, and  is a lowering of the 

perceptual-instantiation-threshold for neuron i, that only applies when neuron j is in 

perceptual-instantiation mode (i,j = 1,2; i   j). 

 This feature apparently avoids the relativistic simultaneity problem in the following 

way. Consider spiking in the perceiver-rest-frame that instantiates <percept1> and <percept2> 

simultaneously at t0, i.e. such that  

  

 Cg[A(t, r1)] = 0, t < t0      (62.1) 

Cg[A(t, r2)] = 0. t < t0      (62.2) 

 

and 

 

 Cg[A(t0, r1)] = 1       (62.3) 

Cg[A(t0, r2)] = 1       (62.4). 

 

In the rest-frame, this leads to perceptual-instantiation without appeal to the location-

interdependent. Cg- feature (assuming identical, smooth, stereotypical, neural dynamics for all 

relevant neurons). Consider another frame moving at three-velocity v relative to the rest-

frame, such that, without loss of generality,   

. 
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t1 = TLv(t0,r1) > t2 = TLv(t0,r2)      (63). 

 

In the non-location-interdependent (single-unit) setting of [III.A], this t1-t2 relationship is the 

source of the relativistic simultaneity problem. In the location-interdependent setting, 

relativistic simultaneity problems can be avoided, at least in the first instance, because neuron 

1 can generate percepts at times earlier than t1, by virtue of the t2 < t1 start of supra- 

activity in neuron 2 (Fig. 11). That is, Eq. 60.2 explicitly allows neuron-1-activity below to 

generate percepts if neuron-2-activity is above , as will be the case for some short, finite 

time-period starting at  t2. Assuming that stereotypical neural activity is monotonically 

increasing for some short period before reaching , below- perceptual-instantiation for 

neuron-1 corresponds to t < t2 perceptual-instantiation for neuron-1. By appropriate choices 

of it is possible to make entry into perceptual-instantiation state for neuron-1 correspond to 

particular values of t < t2, in particular, in principle, to the specific value t = t1 < t2. For this 

choice of  neuron-1 and neuron-2 instantiate percepts at the same time in the moving 

frame. This is, apparently, a solution to the relativistic simultaneity problem (Fig. 11).  

  

5.  Location-interdependence cannot avoid simultaneity problem 

 

Further examination, however, reveals insurmountable problems (Fig. 12) with 

approaches such as this. Consider a simplified description of a single spike starting at t = t0 in 

which 

 

A(t) = 0   t < t0      (64.1) 

A(t) = Amax.(tt0)/ts  t0  t < t0+ ts     (64.2) 
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A(t) = Amax.[1-( tt0)/ ts] t0+ ts  t < t0+ 2ts    (64.3) 

A(t) = 0   t0+ 2ts  t      (64.4) 

 

i.e. a symmetrical triangular waveform of duration 2ts, peaking at Amax. In this simple model, 

A(t) = 0 is the “threshold” value delineating spiking from non-spiking so that any A(t) > 0 

constitutes spiking activity. (The simplified spike profile given in Eqs. 64 will be assumed for 

the remainder of this subsection. The reason for its declaration is simply to facilitate an 

explicit expression for a constraint that must be satisfied by  for a Cg/ Cg- pair solving the 

relativistic simultaneity problem. Results hold for a very general class of realistic profiles.) 

Certainly, the values of and for any Cg/ Cg- pair of the forms defined in Eqs. 61.1 

must always satisfy the inequalities 

 

 0 <  Amax       (65), 

 

because both  and   are activity measures taken in spiking states, so that they must  lie 

in the interval (0, Amax] (and because is positive, so that ).  

For a Cg/ Cg- pair that aims to solve the relativistic simultaneity problem [III.A], there 

is a further constraint on the value of . This constraint can be given explicit form if the 

time-course of spike evolution is known (e.g. Eqs. 64), and derives from the fact that  must 

be large enough to compensate for the relativistic adjustment that occurs between the 

maximally spatially separated neurons in the brain as moving-frame velocity approaches c. 

Thus, there is a minimal value that  must exceed, which initially will be denoted by  (the 

motivation for the “0” subscript will become clear shortly). For the simplified spike-

waveform in Eqs. 64, 
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  = (Amax.rmax)/ (c.ts)      (66)

    

where rmax is the largest distance between two perceptually-relevant neurons in a single 

brain. (This condition is calculated by setting the -induced adjustment in spike timing, i.e. 

ts/Amax, equal to the largest possible relativistically-induced adjustment in relative 

temporal coordinates, i.e. rmax/ c. Because this calculation takes the speed-of-light limit,  

is a value that suffices as a minimum for all frames, independent of their actual velocity 

relative to the rest-frame. A lower value for , i.e. a weaker constraint, can be set on a 

frame by frame basis by calculating (|v|). However, conclusions are unaffected by this 

amendment.) 

 Recall that the  approach (or more generally the Cg/ Cg- approach) was introduced 

for present purposes in order to ensure that a pair of spikes perceptually simultaneous in the 

rest-frame will also be simultaneous in all relatively moving-frames. (Two spikes that are 

“perceptually simultaneous” here means that these spikes generate percepts at a single 

perceptual time  [III.B.1]). In the first instance (i.e. before the introduction of  and  in 

Eqs. 61), what is meant by “a simultaneous pair of spikes” is a pair of spikes with identical 

time-courses at two different spatial locations. However, after the introduction of  and (non-

zero) , spikes can be simultaneous for perceptual generation purposes if their time courses 

are temporally offset by a small amount in the rest-frame. Then, these temporally offset time 

courses must also be rendered simultaneous in all frames, qualitatively requiring an increase 

in the minimal  value (Eq. 66). But this increase renders an even larger set of relatively-

offset time-courses perceptually simultaneous in the rest-frame, and these too must then be 

rendered simultaneous in all frames, and this requires another increase in the minimal  

value. 
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This repeated increase in the minimal  value eventually leads to contradiction, as 

will now be shown formally. Following Eq. 66, consider a situation in which neuron-1 

activity crosses from below at t0, and neuron-2 activity crosses also from below and 

also at t0. These constitute a pair of temporally offset time-courses that are now newly 

perceptually instantaneous by virtue of the non-zero . In the non-location-interdependent 

solution [V.B.1], these time-courses would lead to < percept1 > at t0 + ts.Amax, and to < 

percept2 > at t0. But by virtue of location-interdependence, in this case neuron-2 activity 

facilitates the instantiation of < percept1 > at t0, because it renders (-level activity 

sufficient for neuron-1-perceptual-instantiation.  

Herein lies the problem: now consider the Lorentz-transformation of this scenario to 

t1 > t2 frame. (Fig. 12(e)). To make percepts simultaneously instantiated in this frame (as 

they were in the rest-frame), the previously-set value of =  will no longer suffice, 

because neuron-1 dynamics were already at this threshold in the rest-frame. Instead, a value 

 

 = 2.(Amax rmax)/ (c.ts)       (67) 

 

is required. But after n analogous iterations of re-considering the relativistic simultaneity 

problem, each time setting a new value i  to  address inconsistencies from i-1, eventually, 

for some n (that can in fact be explicitly calculated), 

 

n = n.(Amax.rmax)/ (c.ts) > Amax       (68) 

 

and so the constraints in Eq. 65 are violated. Successive increases in i eventually 

necessarily lead to a situation where Amax  n  0,  in which case the Cg- condition (Eq. 61.2 

at r1) is met whether or not spiking is occurring at r1. Recall that the Cg- condition is 
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supposed to be an extension in the classification of spiking at neuron i that applies only when 

neuron j is spiking. If Amax  n  0 and neuron j is spiking, then neuron is classified as 

spiking for perceptual instantiation purposes even though it is not spiking 

neurophysiologically (i.e. its membrane potential does not exceed the threshold value, here 

the value 0 following Eqs. 64). Thus, whenever neuron j spikes, both <perceptj> and 

<percepti> will always be generated, irrespective of whether neuron i is actually encoding the 

presence of percepti in the environment. Similarly, whenever neuron i spikes, both <percepti> 

and <perceptj> will always be generated (Fig. 12(e)). 

Put formally, Eqs. 61 become 

 

Cg[A(t, r1)] = 1 I < percept2 > (t, 2)      (69.1) 

Cg[A(t, r2)] = 1 I < percept1 > (t, 1)     (69.2). 

   

which together with Eqs. 59 mean that it becomes impossible to separately instantiate < 

percept1 > and < percept2 >, as pointed out informally.  

Extending the notation to all percept pairs, in this situation the instantiation of any one 

percept leads to the instantiation of all other percepts. Discrimination, and the ability to 

consciously perceive a variety of different perceptual experiences corresponding to a variety 

of different perceptual environments, is completely lost. Thus, an scheme cannot 

possibly describe perceptual consciousness, and therefore non-single-unit relativistic 

simultaneity problems cannot be avoided by an scheme. 

  

6. Phase-space generalization of simplified demonstration 

 

But might there not be some other, more complex (but temporally-local), non-/ 
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approach that might avoid both relativistic simultaneity problems and the one-percept-

generates-all-percepts[V.B.5] problem? A phase-space generalization of the -reasoning 

shows that no such approach can exist. 

 In outline, consider a phase-space based description of the generalized classifier Cjk 

(Eqs. 56). Begin with a definition of Cjk e.g. in the perceiver-rest-frame. To solve the 

relativistic simultaneity problem, a set of (rest-frame-identified) phase space dynamics 

leading to a particular simultaneous-multi-percept-instantiation must be expanded to the 

equivalence class of that set under the Lorentz transformations. Necessarily, each set 

mapping to a particular set of outcomes increases in phase-space volume in this expansion. 

Repeatedly re-considering the relativistic simultaneity problem with respect the each time 

newly-expanded definition of Cjk eventually leads to a case where a percept is instantiated 

even though the correspondent objective feature is not present in the perceptual environment. 

Ultimately, as before, this leads to a situation in which the entirety of instantiation of any one 

percept leads to the instantiation of every percept, just as in the  case. 

 

7. Ubiquitous occurrence of relativistic simultaneity problem 

 

 The approach outlined in [V.B.6] implies that every temporally-local, brain-encoded-

conscious-perception theory must therefore face the relativistic simultaneity problem. Thus, 

physically fundamental features necessary for the solution of this problem in 4-D (e.g. [III.B, 

III.E]) are unavoidable, both in biophysics and in physics more generally, unless temporal 

locality is surrendered, the 4-D setting is abandoned [10],  or special relativity is not after all 

universal. Since these alternatives are themselves physically fundamental theoretical 

amendments, the necessary conclusion is the special-relativistic implications from brain 

biophysics are of fundamental physical significance, if the brain plays a causal role in the 
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instantiation of conscious perception. 

 

VI. DISCUSSION 

 

A. Limitations and omissions 

 

(a) Limitation in scope. The limitation of scope to exteroceptive percerptual 

consciousness [I.B(b)] necessarily restricts conclusions that can be drawn. Nevertheless, 

conclusions are generally oriented towards problems for current views, and the limitation 

only constrains the phenomena studied rather than the set of theories available for problem 

solution. Moreover, the phenomenal restriction is innocuous, since exteroceptive 

consciousness must be a foundational element in any future comprehensive definition of a 

biologically relevant consciousness [8]. Thus, if anything, relaxation of this limitation is can 

only reveal further challenges (although if conscious is indeed epiphenomenal, the treatment 

of relativistic formal theory here is already essentially complete, from a formal viewpoint).  

(b) Restriction to 4-D spacetime. Developments in this paper restrict spacetime to the 

conventional four dimensions (although higher dimensional theories are perhaps by now the 

norm rather than the exception in high-energy physics). Demonstration of additional 

relativistically consistent theories available in minimally seven-dimensional settings can be 

found in [10]. 

(c) Full exploration of implications for fundamental physics omitted. Discussion 

below omits a full and in-depth exploration of implications from results here for fundamental 

physical theory, instead providing a preliminary overview. A fuller discussion can be found 

in [9], where it is complemented by the discussion of analogous implications from non-

relativistic theory [8]. 
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B. Implications 

 

Results here establish an unavoidable and previously unappreciated simultaneity 

problem that challenges the mainstream view of relativistic brain-biophysics. Restoration of 

relativistic consistency requires non-trivial relativistic transformation laws for consciousness-

related symbols. Establishment of these laws constitutes the first statement of a complete and 

consistent relativistic brain-biophysics that differs in significant ways from the mainstream 

view, in particular emphasizing that all current proposals lack these laws and are therefore 

relativistically inconsistent. (Notably, relativistic inconsistencies occur in both classical and 

quantum settings, rendering resolution of relativistic questions more pressing and more 

general than the prominent classical-quantum debate).    

 However, two formal statements of consistent prototypical transformation laws exist 

(i.e. the t-simultaneous and t-simultaneous approaches). Thus, there is in the first instance an 

unresolved ambiguity in theory. Moreover, the frame in which neural simultaneity creates 

frame-invariant perceptual simultaneity is not defined by considerations here. (Contributing 

further to unresolved theoretical multiplicity, there are additional consistent theories in 

spacetimes of dimension at least seven [10].) 

One conventional way to resolve or at least arbitrate amongst theoretical multiplicity 

is to examine the phenomenal correspondents of alternative formal symbolic possibilities. For 

the t/t-simultaneous ambiguity, this examination reveals first that both possibilities make 

novel demands on the fundamental conceptions of reality adhered to by physical science. In 

both t- and t-solutions, relativistic consistency demands changes in the conventional 

conceptions of time, spacetime, locality in temporal action, or some combination of these 

three. Thus, relativistic simultaneity considerations in brain biophysics lead to unexpected 
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consequences for fundamental physical theory. (Higher-dimensional theories can avoid 

temporal implications of the kind required by t- and t-solutions, but necessarily introduce 

other novel demands in fundamental physics to do so [10].)  

Because both solutions carry novel phenomenal implications (although of different 

kinds), it is not clear that analysis of phenomenal correspondents makes a decisive 

determination between them. If the spacetime equivalences implied by the t-approach are 

taken to be inconsistent with phenomenal reality, then phenomenal correspondence leans 

towards the t-approach. Nevertheless, it is possible to construct an interpretation of t-implied 

equivalences that carries no contradictory implications. Moreover, conclusive determination 

in favor of the t-approach minimally requires an outline phenomenal view of this method that 

is non-contradictory. 

The primary phenomenal implication from the t-simultaneous approach is that there must 

exist a temporal dynamic that is unaffected by Lorentz transformations. In [III.E.1], this 

dynamic was described in two ways, which are essentially two different coordinate 

descriptions of broadly the same phenomenon, i.e. a frame-invariant temporal dynamic that 

differs from the conventional special-relativistic conception of time. Although this 

requirement could not be said to directly contradict empirical observations of phenomenal 

reality, it is certainly a theoretical innovation of some magnitude. In contrast, t-simultaneous 

proposals depend primarily on temporal non-locality, for which at least an analogical appeal 

might at be made, to a (quantum-philosophy dependent) non-locality in state-reduction. Two 

possible appeals to elsewhere-proposed Lorentz-invariant physical processes can be made for 

t-approaches, although these are appeals are perhaps even more tenuous than that made to 

quantum non-locality by t-approaches. First, Lorentz-invariant simultaneity is available in 

cosmological time theories (although these are in relatively early stages of development). 

Second, Lorentz-invariance in action was proposed in early relativistic quantum state-
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reduction theories (although these have been apparently decisively challenged by recent 

commentaries). If either of these ideas is to form the basis for a Lorentz-invariant temporal 

dynamic, how do biological systems acquire the specific and precise connection with this 

dynamic required for relativistic simultaneity? On the other hand, if temporally non-local 

action is the physical basis for t-simultaneity, how do biological systems acquire the specific, 

precise and peculiar action required in this case? (The temporally non-local action required 

for relativistic simultaneity is unarguably peculiar even if non-local actions as a generality are 

allowed, because relativistic simultaneity here requires that the temporal delay between 

neural activity and percept creation depends on frame. It is hard to even attribute a clear 

physical meaning to this feature, although it is conceptually tenable in the view that this 

action is not phenomenally observable: it is conscious perceptual experience that must be 

relativistically invariant, rather than the perceptual-creation action of neural activity.) 

The Lorentz-invariant temporal process required by a t-simultaneous solution brings into 

focus the rather poorly understood conception of time itself within physical theory. Detailed 

consideration of both the current conception and relativistically relevant alternatives is 

delayed until [10], but two significant points should be made here. First, simply the 

comparison of a conventional conception with an alternative conception that includes both 

frame-variant and frame-invariant processes evokes the observation that time is treated on a 

coordinate-basis in conventional physics whereas the alternative conception emphasizes 

dynamical flows. That is, conventional spacetime descriptions contain simultaneity and 

measure aspects for time, but nowhere to be seen is the fact that temporal coordinates always 

advance, while spatial coordinates do not. A similar point has been made by Smolin [86]; a 

possible advance on this difficult topic might be obtained by progressing the present 

framework. For example, one possibility is to re-define the basis of physics in terms of space 

and movement (as is the basis of perceptual consciousness), and further to identify temporal 
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coordinates as a measure on a (ubiquitous and fundamental) movement. Second, another way 

to create a Lorentz-invariant temporal process in a particular subdomain of spacetime is to 

make every possible relative movement orthogonal to that subdomain. This leads directly to 

the proposal to append a further three dimensions to orthodox 4-D spacetime, which results in 

a 7-D construction where every movement in orthodox space is orthogonal to the appended 

subspace. Thus, time in orthodox 4-D space is a frame-variant dynamic, while that in the 3-D 

appended space is frame-invariant, as required. This is the origin of minimally 7-D proposals 

that directly avoid temporal implications here. (These points are developed further in [9] and 

[10]. They are pointed out together here as very preliminary evidence supporting the 

speculative conjecture mentioned at the end of [I.G(g)], namely that “deep and previously 

unappreciated connections appear to exist between brain biophysics and unified physical 

theories”.) 

Returning to implications specifically supported by developments in this paper, even 

presuming a definitive and consistent resolution to the preceding complications can be found 

within conventional 4-D spacetime, two further challenges remain. The first applies only to 

t-solutions in an identity theory, while the second applies to all 4-D theories (but is vastly 

ameliorated in higher-dimensional theories). 4-D relativistic consistency of a t-solution 

requires that perceptual instantiation will occur in general at a time other than that at which 

the defining activity in neural dynamics occurs. It is hard to see how this can support an 

identity-theoretic view, because percepts occur at temporal locations other than those 

occupied by neural dynamics to which they are supposedly identical in addition to occurring 

at spatial locations other than those occupied by those dynamics (as was demonstrated for the 

non-relativistic theory in [8]). Second, every 4-D theory has to respond to the acute 

amplification in relativistic settings of evolutionary problems that are already seemingly 

intractable in non-relativistic settings (at least within the mainstream paradigm). This 
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observation leads to serious doubts as to the viability of any 4-D relativistic brain-biophysical 

theory. 

Implications and challenges from developments in this paper are difficult to avoid, 

because they derive from a non-relativistic symbolism with minimal axioms [8], and from an 

elementary combination of this theory with the strongly supported and widely accepted 

theory of special relativity [11]. One way to avoid implications for fundamental physics 

might be to propose a version of special relativity where the Lorentz transformations do not 

apply to conscious-percept properties attributed to neural dynamics. In this view, the 

simultaneity varies by frame for all properties of these dynamics other than e.g. “identity 

with percept”. However, scrutiny reveals that this does not avoid fundamental implications at 

all. (Even at first glance, it requires an amendment to arguably the most fundamental of 

physical theories, i.e. special relativity, via alteration in the scope of the Lorentz 

transformations.) First, the frame of perceptual simultaneity is unresolved by this proposal, 

requiring further axiomatic statements in fundamental theory. Second, once a perceptual 

simultaneity frame has been defined, the proposed alteration is precisely equivalent to the t-

simultaneous solution. 

A second way to avoid alterations to fundamental physics might be to alter instead the 

theory-of-consciousness component of brain-biophysics. For example, relativistic 

demonstrations here took place primarily with an identity theory as the object of 

consideration. Could a non-identity theory-of-consciousness remedy relativistic simultaneity 

problems without evoking consequent changes in fundamental physical conceptions? It is 

straightforward to see that this cannot happen in any theory that proposes a causal link 

between brain-encoded information and conscious experience. Even in a dualist theory, 

simultaneity of percepts exists as a construct that can be applied a non-material mental 

domain that is the container for conscious exteroception. In order to guarantee relativistic 
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invariance for this dual-simultaneity feature, neural dynamics must have a frame-varying 

action of perceptual creation that is entirely equivalent to relativistic properties demanded in 

identity-theoretic settings. 

A third alternative that avoids the specific temporal fundamental implications here is to 

turn to higher dimensional settings [10]. As noted above, these avoid revisions to temporal 

conceptions at the cost of other kinds of fundamental innovation. Nevertheless, on grounds of 

congruence with or closeness to existing approaches in fundamental and unification physics, 

higher dimensional theories seem preferable to the t/t-solutions constructed here. 

(Congruence with existing approaches is not a guide to objective validity.  However, higher 

dimensional solutions to relativistic simultaneity problems offer a significant methodological 

benefit in that they can in principle yield experimental signals that can then arbitrate between 

hypotheses.) Perhaps decisively, certain higher dimensional theories can completely avoid the 

acute relativistic versions of the evolutionary problems [10], so that on these grounds alone 

they might be considered the single viable class of relativistic brain-biophysical proposals. 

A final attempt to avoid implications here would be to exclude consciousness from 

physical (and therefore biological) science. Clearly, however, this is the least acceptable 

solution and should only be entertained as a last resort: to divorce science and consciousness 

is to divorce the study of reality from humankind’s moment-to-moment connection with it. 

 

C. Present view of theoretical landscape for brain-biophysics 

 

(a) Present view incorporates both relativistic and non-relativistic advances. Relative 

to Table 1 of [I.C] which depicts the conventional view prior to both the present paper and 

developments in [8], Table 2 incorporates advances made in both papers, i.e. from both non-

relativistic and relativistic symbolism. Incremental changes in the theoretical landscape 
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purely from the relativistic theory developed in the present paper are revealed by a 

comparison of the bottom “relativistic setting” row of Table 2 with the “non-relativistic 

setting” row immediately above. Incremental changes from non-relativistic formalism 

developed in [8] are evident in comparisons of the “non-relativistic setting” row of Table 2 

with that in Table 1 [I.C]. 

(b) Increase in complexity driven by relativistic single-unit theory. Comparison of the 

relativistic setting row of Table 2 with the non-relativistic rows in either Table 2 or Table 1 

reveals a significant increase in complexity. For example, there are more than thirty different 

major relativistic possibilities for a theory-of-consciousness (including combinations of 

significant sub-classes) compared to about half a dozen in non-relativistic settings. Naturally, 

most of the extra theories in the present view derive from the fact [III-V] that the relativistic 

theory of consciousness is not simply the covariant transform of the non-relativistic case (as 

has been conventionally assumed), together with the multiplicity of possibilities for specific 

forms of idiosyncratic transformation required for relativistic consistency. Nevertheless, 

differences between the conventional and the present view go beyond simply the relativistic 

theory of consciousness (bottom right hand quadrant, Tables 1 and 2).  

(c) Increase in complexity due to computational aspects. In the present view, the first 

complication in relativistic theory is certainly the various possible approaches to relativistic 

simultaneity of conscious perception in a single-unit setting (Table 2: “single-unit code” 

column, bottom row). (Note that the bottom right-hand quadrant of Table 2 is presented as a 

single table cell below both “single-unit” and “ensemble” headings; the “non-relativistic 

theory” text in this cell refers to either the single-unit or the ensemble non-relativistic theories 

depicted in the cells above.) However, a complete brain biophysics must combine a 

relativistic computational theory and a relativistic multi-unit theory of consciousness. In the 

present view, relativistic computational theory might also differ from non-relativistic 
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(comparing bottom rows of Table 2: “non-matter determined” column and Table 1: 

“computation” column). This difference can occur if there is any coupling between 

consciousness and computation because in the present view relativistic theory of 

consciousness differs from the non-relativistic.  

(d) Increase in complexity due to multi-unit aspects. Finally, the relativistic multi-unit 

theory of consciousness certainly differs here from a conventional appreciation (comparing 

bottom rows of Table 2: “ensemble coding” column and Table 1: “consciousness” column). 

This difference originates from two independent sources. First, non-relativistic multi-unit 

theory differs from the conventional view following developments in [8] (comparing the 

“non-relativistic setting” rows in Table 2: “ensemble coding” column and Table 

1:“consciousness” column). Second, the difference between relativistic and non-relativistic 

single-unit theory mentioned above transfers directly to the multi-unit setting, so that the the 

bottom right-hand quadrant of Table 2 comprises the multiplicative product of non-

relativistic multi-unit theories with the various specific forms of idiosyncratic transformation 

required in the single-unit case. 

 

D. Open questions in relativistic brain biophysics 

 

(a) In which frame does neural simultaneity correspond to perceptual simultaneity? 

In a simplistic non-relativistic identity theory, percepts are identical to some specific kinds of 

neural activity. The simultaneity properties of neural activity vary by frame, but that of 

percepts cannot (the origin of the relativistic simultaneity problem). The natural extension of 

non-relativistic identity theory proposes that hypersurfaces of constant time in a somewhat 

poorly specified “perceiver rest-frame” constitute hypersurfaces of constant perceptual time  

(Eq. 21). However, other choices do not lead to any logical or physical contradictions. What, 
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then, determines the frame in which simultaneity of neural activity corresponds to 

simultaneity of percepts in conscious experience? 

(b) What is the right relativistic theory of consciousness? Two major choices present, 

namely the choice between a minimally 7-D setting and a conventional 4-D spacetime, and 

for 4-D settings, the choice between t- and t-simultaneous solutions. For the second choice, a 

t-simultaneous solution seems somewhat preferable, at least according to preliminary 

considerations given here. Specifically, t-simultaneity evokes possibly contradictory 

spacetime relationships, and struggles to support a meaningful identity theory. Two 

considerations dominate the first choice, although they can be given only a superficial 

treatment here. (More detailed evaluation in given in [10] following the outline development 

of relevant higher-dimensional theories.) The first consideration is how biological systems 

come to develop and compute the specific, precise and unusual physical properties required 

for relativistic consistency. The second is the relativistic evolutionary problem. 

(c) If there is a frame-invariant temporal process, what is its phenomenal or physical 

significance? The t-simultaneous solution in 4-D spacetime requires a Lorentz-invariant 

temporal process or dynamic. Does this process correspond to any proposals elsewhere in 

physical theory? Does it solve or advance any other problem in physical theory? Does it offer 

any insights into problems of describing time in physical theory?   

(d) How can evolution lead to relativistically-consistent generation of consciousness? 

Assuming that some physical structures exist that possess the attributes necessary to 

implement relativistic consistency in 4-D spacetime, how can evolution put these structures 

together in the precise way required? This is a problem similar in kind to non-relativistic 

evolutionary problems [8], but is even more demanding in terms of required precision, at 

least for the 4-D approaches of t- and t-simultaneity. 
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E. Outlook 

 

Developments here first rejected existing brain-biophysical theories because failure to 

address the address the relativistic simultaneity problem renders any theory relativistically 

inconsistent. Immediately, formal transformation laws that restore consistency were 

constructed, so that, in principle, existing brain-biophysical theories might be acceptable if 

they simply add one or other version of these laws to their axioms. However, following this 

path leads to changes in the fundamental treatment of time in physical science. This 

consequence does not constitute per se solid grounds for rejecting the simple axiom-addition 

approach. Nevertheless, it does demand that a further complex of theoretical and phenomenal 

issues be at least plausibly resolved in order for brain-biophysical theories constructed by this 

path to attain basic viability. This complex of issues can be partitioned into two components 

for the purposes of assessing the outlook for brain biophysics. The first component comprises 

the multiplicity of simultaneity frames and 4-D solution methods, and the biological and 

physical plausibility and consistency of various instances within these multiplicities. The 

second component consists solely of the relativistic evolutionary problem, which is separated 

out because of its relatively directly decisive contribution. 

If it is accepted that relativistic evolutionary problems are not resolvable in 4-D, 

brain-biophysics must turn to considering those minimally 7-D theories-of-consciousness that 

offer a different order of solutions both for evolutionary and for temporal problems (the 

latter, for the most part, by directly avoiding them). If a solution becomes apparent for 

relativistic evolutionary problems (or if these are to be set aside for the moment) so that a 

conventional 4-D solution can be pursued, then a way forward must be found through 

unresolved theoretical multiplicities. Preliminary considerations here favour (but not 

conclusively) a t-simultaneous approach in 4-D settings, which directly requires a new kind 
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of temporal dynamic in addition to the conventional special-relativistic conception. Solution 

of relativistic evolutionary problems does not exclude 7-D approaches (but does soften the 

case for their necessity) so that arbitration between a t-simultaneous favourite in 4-D and the 

7-D class is still required. In principle at least, experimental signatures conjectured elsewhere 

might lead to a decisive outcome in this regard [10]. In any case, broadly, the choice facing 

brain-biophysics lies between the fundamental innovation of a seven-dimensional setting and 

the fundamental innovation of a two-time setting. However, one or other innovation is 

required, and both stem from logical processes of theoretical development: neither is a 

capricious leap-in-the-dark. Moreover, although connection between brain biophysics and 

innovative fundamental theories of these kinds are entirely new, such theories do already 

exist in fundamental physics; they are perhaps even the rule rather the exception in present 

publications. Thus, no reason currently exists to doubt that pursuing one or other of the new 

paths characterized here for brain biophysics will ultimately lead to a complete and consistent 

theory-of-the-brain entirely congruent with, perhaps even intimately connected with, 

theoretical developments in other fields of physical science. Further advances in this direction 

are to be found in [9] and [10]. 
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 Computation Consciousness 

Non-

relativistic 

setting 

Classical neurons/neural networks1 

 

Quantum synaptic-action2 

 

 

 

 

Quantum non-algorithmic computation7 

Classical identity-theory1 

 

Quantum synaptic-action2 

Quantum state-reduction3 

Quantum non-locality4 

Quantum holism5 

Quantum coherence6 

Quantum non-algorithmic computation7 

Relativistic 

setting 

As non-relativistic8 

 

As non-relativistic8 

 

TABLE 1. Conventional view of the landscape for theoretical brain-biophysics (thematic 

summary). Thematic headings do not constitute complete survey, and can overlap (i.e. are not 

necessarily disjoint). This table extends Table 1 in [8], where more detailed versions of notes 

(1)-(7) may be found. 

KEY: 

(1) Predominant proposals: generally assumed to form consistent, complete brain-biophysics. 

(2) Quantum synaptic-action: the Beck-Eccles theory [40-44].  

(3) Quantum state-reduction: Stapp [25-28] and predecessors [16-18]. 

(4) Quantum non-locality: present in multiple proposals [8].  

(5) Quantum holism: thematically present in multiple proposals [8]. 

(6) Quantum coherence: mechanism implicit in almost all proposals, essentially as “quantum-

dynamic correlate-of-consciousness” [8]. 

(7) Quantum non-algorithmic computation: “Non-algorithmic” used in Tables 1 and 2 to refer 

to Penrose/Hameroff proposals [29-39]. Other quantum proposals, e.g. synaptic action and 

state reduction, may in principle effect non-algorithmic computations. 

(8) Relativistic setting: in the conventional view, theories of both computation and 

consciousness in brain-biophysics are simply the non-relativistic theories together with the 

conventional covariant transformation laws for associated physical quantities. 
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 Computation Consciousness 

  Matter-

determined1 

Non-matter- 

determined1 

Single-unit 

code2 

Ensemble  

code2 

Non-

relativistic 

Setting 

 c.n./n.n.3 

 

 

 

 

 

Quantum6 

- Synaptic 

- State-reduction 

- Non-algorithmic 

 

Theory “X”9 

c.i.+,4 

 

 

 

 

Theory “Y” +,10 

c.i., -comp. +,5 

 

Quantum+,7,8 

 

 

Theory “Y” +,10 

Relativistic 

setting 

As non-

relativistic11 

 

 

 

Non-relativistic, 

modified for 

consciousness-

coupling12 

 

Non.rel.               t/t-modifications14       

theory                 cosmic time15    

with13 …             rel. qnt. state red.16   

                           > 4-D theories17 

 

 

TABLE 2. Present view of the landscape for theoretical brain-biophysics (thematic 

summary). Thematic headings do not constitute complete survey, and can overlap. Extension 

of Table 2 in [8], where more detailed versions of notes + and (1)-(10) can be found. 

KEY: 

(+) must include symbols and definitions equivalent to theoretical content introduced in [8]. 

(1)  “Matter-determined”: neural dynamics fully-entailed by classical physics.  

(2) Single-unit codes: realistic universal theory requires ensemble codes [8].  

(3) “c.n./n.n.”: classical neuron/neural-network. (4) “c.i.”: classical identity-theory.  

(5) “c.i., -comp.”: classical identity-theory employing “-computation” [8]. 

(6) State-reduction: included explicitly as theory-of-computation (cf. Table 1) [8]. 

(7) Quantum: not shown under “single-unit encoding” [8]. 

(8) Includes any quantum theory with “+”-features (above) and “-computation” [8]. 

(9) “Theory ‘X’”: alternative implementation of non-algorithmic computation [8]. 

(10) “Theory ‘Y’”: addresses possible currently intractable issues [8]. 

(11) “as non-relativistic”: i.e. the covariant transformation of non-relativistic theory. 

(12) “… modified …”: if consciousness participates in computation [40-44], relativistic 

theory is not simply the covariant transformation of non-relativistic. 

(13) “… with …”: any non-rel. theory can be combined with any of the relativistic theories. 

(14) “t/t-modifications”: formal possibilities documented in [III.B.3-III.B.4]. 

(15) “cosmic time”: the specific t-simultaneous theory outlined in [III.E.4]. 

(16) “rel. qnt. state red.”: relativistic quantum state reduction conjecture [III.E.5] 

(17) “> 4-D theories”: further relativistically-consistent solutions exist in >4-D settings [10]. 
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FIG. 1. Green-encoding neurons in relativistic identity theory demonstrate simultaneity 

problem. Left-hand (“LH”) column: laboratory rest-frame descriptions. Right-hand (“RH”) 

column: arbitrary moving-frame descriptions of events shown in LH column. (a) LH column: 

green stimuli lead to various neural-spiking events that encode “green”. RH column: spikes 

simultaneous in the rest-frame are not in general simultaneous in the moving-frame. (b) LH 

column: in an identity theory, spiking events are also conscious-experience-of-green events, 

so neural simultaneity determines that in conscious experience. RH column: altered neural 

simultaneity leads to alteration in contents of conscious experience, i.e. in the set of all 

percepts in successive hypersurfaces of constant time. Whereas conscious experience in the 

rest-frame (LH column) contains e.g. three green percepts, in the moving-frame (RH column) 

there is never more than one green percept at any instant.  

KEY: 

           : hypersurfaces of constant-t (LH column) and constant-t (RH column). 

           : hypersurfaces of constant- t in the moving-frame (RH column). 

           : schematic marker for neural firing event (not to scale). 

G       : schematic marker for conscious-experience-of-green event (not to scale). 
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FIG. 2. Rod-like brain must have more complex covariance properties than rod. LH column: 

laboratory rest-frame descriptions. RH column: arbitrary moving-frame descriptions of events 

shown in LH column. (a) LH column: rod in rest-frame. RH column: in moving-frame, image 

of rod-in-rest-frame lies across multiple constant-t hypersurfaces, so that dashed lines 

typically combine elements from rest-frame-rod at different rest-frame-times. (See e.g. Fig. 

3(a), RH column, for schematic of rod-as-appearing-in-moving-frame). (b) LH column:  rod-

brain producing percepts-of-green by identity. RH column: perceptual simultaneity shown in 

the RH column is preserved not across constant-t hypersurfaces (dashed lines in (a), RH 

column) that coincide with rod-as-appearing-in-moving-frame. Instead, it is preserved across 

constant-t hypersurfaces that differ from appearance of rod in moving-frame. 

KEY: 

          : schematic depiction of rod/rod-brain in rest-frame, and image in moving-frame. 

          : schematic depiction of cross-sections through rod/rod-brain as seen in moving frame. 

G      : schematic marker for conscious-experience-of-green event (not to scale). 
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FIG. 3. Simultaneous flashes demonstrate different relativistic transformation properties for 

video system depiction and conscious experience. LH column: laboratory rest-frame 

descriptions. RH column: arbitrary moving-frame descriptions of events shown in LH 

column. (a) LH column: photons reach rest-frame-device simultaneously. RH column: 

photons reach t-successive versions of moving-frame-device. Rest-frame and moving-frame 

views are consistent because moving-frame-device is mix of rest-frame-device-components 

at different t-times (Fig. 2(a), RH column). (b) Correspondingly, in the rest-frame (LH 

column) there is screen image that depicts all flashes simultaneously, whereas in the moving-

frame (RH column) flashes appear on t-successive screen-images. Nevertheless, both rest-

frame and moving-frame descriptions of a conscious-perceiver (at rest in the laboratory-

frame near the device) must reflect frame-independent simultaneity of conscious percepts.  

KEY: 

         : schematic marker for flash event. 

         : worldline of photon emitted from flash event: 

         : schematic depiction of combined camera/video-screen apparatus in rest-frame. 

         : schematic depiction of combined camera/video-screen apparatus in moving-frame. 

          : schematic marker for depiction-on-screen event. 
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FIG. 4. Solution to relativistic simultaneity problem via t-simultaneity establishes new 

simultaneity-construct in moving-frame. Neural spikes shown in (a) are percept-generation 

events (shown in (c)) at identical spacetime locations. Percepts necessarily are generated at a 

variety of t-coordinate locations; simultaneity can only occur by a new temporal construct in 

the moving frame that corresponds to a succession of constant-t hypersurfaces (b). 

KEY: 

Geometric shapes: schematic markers for different neural spiking events. 

           : constant-t hypersurfaces in rest-frame (b) and moving-frame (c). 

×         : schematic marker for percept-generation event. 
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FIG. 5. Solution to relativistic simultaneity problem via t-simultaneity employs temporal 

non-locality to adjust time-of-percept relative to time-of-spike. (a) Construction of t-

simultaneous solution via manner described in text is depicted for the circled event. (b) The 

set of all events on the same constant-t hypersurface as the event circled in (a) is identified. 

(c) The t-latest event in the set identified in (b) and its t-coordinate are identified. (d) 

Temporally non-local action generates percepts at t-coordinate from (c) for all spikes in set 

identified in (b).  

KEY: 

Geometric shapes: schematic markers for different neural spiking events. 

           : indicates events lying on common constant-t hypersurface. 

           : indicates t-latest event lying on common constant-t hypersurface. 

           : constant-t hypersurface used to make percepts t-simultaneous. 

×         : schematic marker for percept-inception event. 

            : temporally non-local action generating percepts from spike events. 
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FIG. 6. In t-simultaneity, the union of constant-t hypersurfaces for all velocities is related to 

the rest-frame constant-t hypersurface in a physically novel way. (a) Set of rest-frame 

simultaneous neural spiking events whose moving-frame perceptual simultaneity is generated 

by t-simultaneity. (b) Illustration of t-simultaneous percept-inception events generated by t-

simultaneity when v, the x-component of moving-frame relative velocity, equals 0.5 (in units 

where c = 1). (c) Rest-frame image of loci depicted in (b). (d) Illustration of t-simultaneous 

percept-inception events when v equals 0.25. (e) Rest-frame image of loci depicted in (b) and 

(d). (f) Rest-frame image of t-simultaneous percept-inception loci for a variety of v. Because 

rest-frame and moving-frame percept-generation events must in some sense be identical, each 

point on the black line is in some sense identical to a correspondent point on each red line. 

KEY: 

         : loci of a set of neural spiking events. 

         : loci of t-simultaneous percept-inception events. 

          : temporally non-local action generating percepts from spike events. 
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FIG. 7. Discretization of time cannot solve relativistic simultaneity problem. LH column: 

perceiver rest-frame descriptions. RH column: arbitrary moving-frame descriptions of events 

shown in LH column. (a) LH column: two simultaneous neural firing events take place 

towards the middle of a discretized temporal instant ti+1. RH column: both events occur 

within the single instant ti+1 and are therefore still simultaneous. (b) LH column: two 

simultaneous neural firing events take place towards the edge of a discretized temporal 

instant ti+1. RH column: events occur within differing instants ti and ti+1 and are therefore not 

simultaneous. (Discretization depicted illustratively as synchronized across frames, which is 

not sustainable in actuality. Text describes additional problems for other simple temporal 

schemes.) 

 

KEY. 

            : boundaries of discrete temporal instants. 

            : beginning of neural firing (spacetime location of events “membrane potential crosses 

threshold from below”).       
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FIG. 8. Constant- (perceptual-simultaneity) hypersurfaces are constant-t hypersurfaces 

regardless of frame. LH column: perceiver rest-frame descriptions. RH column: arbitrary 

moving-frame descriptions of events shown in LH column. The same phenomena are shown 

schematically (a) as neural firing events and (b) as oriented-edge percepts (Spatial locations 

in (b) do not indicate relativity of perceptual locations in , which must be described by  

coordinates). Perceptual simultaneity is defined in (b), so that the dotted line in the RH 

column of (b) represents the simultaneity hypersurface in the moving-frame. This line is 

identical to the dotted line in the RH column of (a), which in turn is the Lorentz 

transformation of the constant-t hypersurface in the LH column of (a). 

 

KEY. 

           : hypersurfaces of constant-t (LH column) and constant-t (RH column). 

           : hypersurfaces of constant-t as seen in the moving-frame (RH column). 

           : schematic markers for neural firing events (not to scale, temporally). 

           : schematic markers for oriented-edge percepts (not to scale, spatially). 
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FIG. 9. Perceptual space  identifies perceptual-simultaneity hypersurfaces regardless of 

frame. LH column: perceiver rest-frame descriptions. RH column: arbitrary moving-frame 

descriptions of events shown in LH column. The same phenomena are shown schematically 

(a) as neural firing events and (b) as oriented-edge percepts (Spatial locations in (b) do not 

indicate relativity of perceptual locations, which need to be described by  coordinates). 

Perceptual space is defined in (b), so that the dotted line in the RH column of (b) represents 

the perceptual space in the moving-frame. (Embedding of  in objective spacetime implied 

by illustration does not obtain in actuality e.g. in conventional identity theory.) This line is 

identical to the dotted line in the RH column of (a), which in turn is the Lorentz 

transformation of the constant-t hypersurface in the LH column of (a). 

 

KEY. 

           : hypersurfaces of constant-t (LH column) and constant-t (RH column). 

           : hypersurfaces of constant t as seen in the moving-frame (RH column). 

           : schematic markers for neural firing events (not to scale, temporally). 

           : schematic markers for oriented-edge percepts (not to scale, spatially). 

           : schematic marker for perceptual space  (not to scale, spatially). 
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FIG. 10. The -dimension can be conceptually internalized to , leading to a “very non-

local” relationship between neural dynamics and percepts. (a) Neural events in the perceiver 

rest-frame. (b) The same neural events as in (a), described in an arbitrary moving-frame. (c) 

Perceptual space-and-time  (, ) viewed as an entity independent of objective spacetime 

whose coordinates are (t, x). 

 

KEY. 

           : hypersurfaces of constant-t (LH column) and constant-t (RH column) 

           : hypersurfaces of constant-t as seen in the moving-frame (RH column) 

           : schematic markers for neural firing events (not to scale, temporally) 

           : schematic markers for oriented-edge percepts (not to scale, spatially) 

           : schematic indicators of “very non-local” link from objective to perceptual space. 
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FIG. 11. Location-interdependent C[A] thresholds can create precise perceptual simultaneity 

in the absence of precise spike-timing coordination. Time courses of membrane potentials A1, 

A2 for two distinct neurons in a single brain are shown for (a) precisely synchronized firing, 

and (b) slight delay of neuron-2 firing compared to neuron-1. In the location-independent 

case, perceptual instantiation occurs when membrane potential crosses  from below. In the 

location-interdependent case, perceptual instantiation in neuron-2 can occur at   < A2 <  

if and only if  < A1. Thus, in the lower graph of (b), perceptual instantiation occurs at 

identical times for both neurons, despite the later initiation of spiking in neuron-2. 

 

KEY. 

                   : time of initiation of spiking activity. 

                   : arrows indicating locations of perceptual instantiation events. 
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FIG. 12. Location-interdependent classifier solution leads to percept-generation without 

spiking. (a) Temporal evolution of spike trains in two different neurons. Each spike has a 

rest-frame simultaneous correspondent at the other location. (b) The relativistic simultaneity 

problem for spikes shown in (a): percept-generation from the upper spike train (upper blue 

arrows not shown in (b)-(c),(e)-(f)) is not simultaneous with that from the lower spike train. 

(c) The location-interdependent solution (Fig. 11) for spikes shown in (a). (d) A new set of 

spike trains, without location-interdependence : the second spike in the lower train starts later 

than its upper correspondent, and so generates a percept at a later time. (e) Spikes of (d), with 

location-interdependence of (c): second spike in lower train now generates percept 

simultaneously with upper. (f) Moving-frame depiction of (e). Because percepts are rest-

frame simultaneous (e), they must also be moving-frame simultaneous. Thus,  threshold 

must be zero, and lower percepts would now be generated with spikes removed (i.e. at A=0). 

KEY: 

         : arrows indicating locations of percept-generation events. 

         : schematic temporal marker used to compare relative timing of percept-generation. 

         :  threshold used in classifier. 

         :  threshold used in location-interdependent classifier. 
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